




Directions:
From I-25 North (Casper): (Allow about an hour and 15 minutes from Casper.)  Going south on I-25, take 
the LaPrele Creek Exit (#146).  At the stop sign at the end of the ramp, turn right, then immediately left.  This is State 
Highway 96, parallel to I-25.  In about 3 miles, turn right onto the Cold Springs Road (State Highway 91).  Stay on this 
paved highway for approximately 23 miles.  The Powderhorn Ranch entrance will be on your right within 500 yards after 
the pavement ends.  Signs and/or volunteers will help you park.

From I-25 South (Wheatland or Glendo): (Allow about 35 minutes from Douglas.)  Going north on I-25, exit 
right at the west Douglas exit (#140).  At the first stop light, turn right onto South Riverbend Road.  Within 1/2 mile, turn right 
onto the Esterbrook Road (Highway 94) and pass under the Interstate.  Within one mile, turn right onto the Chalk Buttes Road 
(County 9).   This road will intersect with the Cold Springs Road (Highway 91) in about four miles; turn left and continue until 
the pavement ends.  The Powderhorn Ranch entrance is on the right shortly after the end of the pavement.

Please Note: Our experience with GPS navigation systems going to the ranch is spotty at best. Please compare its 
routes to a map to be sure it doesn’t direct you over dirt roads from another direction.

Local Accommodations:
In Douglas: Room block reservations are available under “Diamond-McNabb Horse Sale” with Sleep Inn (307-358-
2777) and the Holiday Inn Express (307-358-4500). For more lodging options you can call the Douglas Visitor Information 
Center at 307-358-4500. 

In Casper: Lodging on the East side of Casper includes the C’Mon Inn (307-472-6300), Holiday Inn Express (307-
237-4200) and Sleep Inn (307-235-3100). For more choices, call the Casper Area Visitors Bureau at 800-852-1889.

Bidding Options:
Via the Internet: If you are unable to attend the sale, online bidding will be offered through DVAuction at http://
dvauction.com/account/register.  Preregistration is required and you will need high speed Internet the day of the sale.  
Please take into account time differences if you are not in the Mountain time zone.  

Via Telephone: To pre-register and receive complete (simple) instructions, please use the phone bidder registration 
form on our website or call 307-233-3934 by Wednesday of sale week.

Credit Card Purchases:  Please note that a 2% surcharge will be applied to credit card purchases.

Hauling:
Professional haulers are welcome at the sale but Diamond-McNabb does not have relationships with them. Please 
plan to make transportation arrangements on your own, and feel free to view the third-party offerings listed on the 
Transportation Exchange page of our website: www.dmhorses.com/transportation-exchange

Please Note: Cell phone service is not accessible at the ranch.

Need additional information?  
 Contact Diamond-McNabb at 307-645-3149 

and 307-298-5030 or email horses@wyodiamond.com.



Thank you for attending the 2021 Diamond-McNabb Ranch Horse Sale. Please be aware of the following Terms and 
Conditions of the Sale, which will apply to all sales and which provisions are deemed accepted in their entirety by all 
prospective attendees, bidders and buyers. 

1. 1)  Inspection. All horses will be made available for viewing and inspection prior to sale. PLEASE EXAMINE 
HORSES PRIOR TO BIDDING. All horses will have passed a basic veterinary exam prior to entry in the sale. 

1. A qualified veterinarian will be on site to answer questions and assist with examination 
if requested. If the requested veterinarian assistance results in any fee, it will be due and 
payable from the prospective buyer at the time the assistance is rendered, regardless of 
whether the horse is purchased by the prospective buyer. 

2. Although efforts have been made to assure accurate representations of the horses’ current 
condition, history and performance record, all horses are sold “as-is” and “where-is”, except 
as otherwise expressly stated herein. 

2. 2)  Representations. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, DIAMOND-MCNABB AND 
INVITED CONSIGNORS HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THERE ARE 
NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THOSE SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED 
HEREIN. Diamond-McNabb or the consignor, whichever is the Seller of a given horse, represents as 
follows: 

a. Good title to the horse is held by Seller and will pass to Buyer. 
b. The horse is sound of limb, heart, eyes and wind as of sale day. See section on soundness guarantee for 
full explanation. 
c. The horse is not a cribber. 
d.  The horse is accurately described as to age and sex. In the case of stallions, this means that both 
testicles are descended on sale day. 
e. The horse has passed a Coggins test (obtained a negative result) in the 6 months prior to sale day. 
Coggins papers will be given to Buyer upon payment. 

CORRECTIONS OR CONDITIONS ANNOUNCED AT SALE TIME TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER CATALOG 
DESCRIPTIONS, AND THEREFORE CONDITIONS ANNOUNCED IN THE RING ARE ACCEPTED BY BUYER 
AND WILL NOT VOID, OR ALTER THE TERMS OF, ANY SALE. PLEASE PAY CAREFUL ATTENTION TO 
ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

3. 3)  Bidding and Sales. The Sale is complete, and the risk of loss and responsibility for the horse pass to 
Buyer, when the gavel knocks. 

1. The Buyer is the highest bidder as recognized by the Auctioneer. If the Auctioneer believes 
a legitimate dispute may exist between multiple bidders, the horse will immediately be 
opened to further bids from those bidders in dispute only. If no higher bid is made, the horse 
will be sold to the high bidder who was last recognized by the Auctioneer. The decision of the 
Auctioneer will be final. 

2. All Diamond-McNabb horses will sell unless withdrawn prior to entering the sale ring, subject 
to the following: 

i. A minimum bid of $2,000 will be imposed at the Sale. Minimum bids will apply 
to started horses age 3 and older. Any such horse that receives no bid of $2,000 
or more will remain the property of the seller. 

ii. Please see also item 9 regarding younger horses. 

3. If payment is not made by Buyer, then Seller and/or Diamond-McNabb may pursue any legal 
remedy, including enforcement of the transaction by specific performance. 

4. The Buyer grants Seller a security interest in the horse until such time as payment in full 
has been received by Seller. Title may be withheld by Seller until payment in full has been 
received. 

4. 4)  Payment. Payment for all horse purchases and any related fees should be made to Diamond-McNabb, 
LLC. Personal checks, money orders, cashier’s checks and some major credit cards (a surcharge of 2% 
will apply) are accepted. Please have personal identification available. All payment will be made in U. S. 
currency. Thank you. 

1. AQHA, APHA and other registration paper transfers will be the responsibility of the buyer. 
Original registration papers and a signed transfer will be mailed to the buyer after expiration 
of the 30-day Good Fit Guarantee. 

2. For any payments returned by the bank or paying institution, Buyers will pay a return 
processing fee of $20. 

3. Successful Buyers using the online auction service will pay an additional service fee equal to 
2% of their winning bid. 

5. 5)  Guarantees of Soundness and Good Fit. Diamond-McNabb, LLC wants to run an honest sale of quality 
horses. In an effort to help Buyers obtain the right horse for them, we offer the following Guarantees. 

1. All horses will have a Soundness Guarantee (limb, heart, eyes and wind) for 48 hours after 
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the gavel knocks. Soundness is defined as normal breathing, clear vision and no limping. 
In the event of unsoundness of limb, heart, eyes, or wind, Buyer must provide notice to 
Diamond-McNabb, LLC within the 48 hour period. After Buyer returns the horse and its 
condition is verified and the return is approved by Diamond-McNabb, LLC, Buyer will receive 
a full refund of the purchase price. Unsoundness will constitute a limp, unclear vision 
or unclear breathing as determined by Diamond-McNabb.  Diamond-McNabb does not 
accept returns under the soundness guarantee based on a post-purchase exam, comment 
or opinion of your veterinarian or any other individual, but maintains full authority to 
determine whether the horse is limping or unclear of vision or wind upon the horse’s 
presentation to our management staff within 48 hours of the sale.

2. All horses age 3 and older will have a Good Fit Guarantee for 30 days after the gavel knocks. 
In the event that a Buyer is dissatisfied with the horse’s performance (not soundness) during 
the 30-day period, he or she may contact Diamond-McNabb, LLC during the 30-day period 
and return the horse for credit toward our sale of the following year, subject to the following: 

i. The horse must be delivered to Diamond-McNabb within 72 hours of approval 
to return the horse, and must arrive in sound condition.

ii. Sale credit will be given up to the amount of the purchase price (excluding 
service fees, taxes and registration fees, if any) of the horse returned. 

iii. Sale credit must be used in the following year and may not be carried forward 
to future years. 

iv. Sale credit is not transferable to other parties. 

v. Unused sale credit will not be refundable by Diamond-McNabb, LLC whether a 
new horse is purchased or not.  
1. For example, if a Buyer acquires a horse in 2021 for $8,000 and returns it 
under this guarantee, and subsequently purchases a horse using sale credit in 
2022 with a winning bid of $7,000, then the Good Fit Guarantee is completed; 
no further credit or refund will be due. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this section 5, Diemer True or Ken 
McNabb shall retain sole discretion and final authority to determine whether any 
claim under the Soundness Guarantee and the Good Fit Guarantee will be approved. 

6. 6)  Attendee Risks. Attendees agree that they are present on the premises and attend the sale at their 
own risk. Hazards associated with horses, weather, group gatherings and numerous other conditions are 
unavoidable and accepted by attendees. Neither Diamond McNabb, LLC, Diamond Land & Livestock, LLC, 
Diamond Ranches, LLC, Ken McNabb Horsemanship, LLC, the Auctioneer, nor any other sponsor, vendor 
nor supplier shall have liability for accidents or injuries to person or property that occur on the premises 
or that are associated with inspections or attending the sale. 

7. 7)  Exclusive Sale, No Alley Trading. The premises are for the exclusive use of the Diamond-McNabb 
Ranch Horse Sale. No other horses will be permitted on the grounds; any horse found on the grounds 
will be subject to going through the sale ring, and incurring a sale commission and a catalog fee, plus an 
unconsigned selling fee of $250. 

8. 8)  Miscellaneous. These Terms and Conditions shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of 
the parties and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns. This Agreement shall 
be controlled, construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Wyoming. Venue for 
any action between the parties shall be in the Seventh Judicial District, Natrona County, Wyoming. Time 
is of the essence in the performance of the rights, remedies and obligations contained herein. These 
Terms and Conditions contain the entire understanding of the parties and supersede all previous and 
contemporaneous statements, negotiations, agreements, representations or understandings, whether 
written or oral. 

9. 9)  Production Horse Amendments. The following two conditions apply to all sale horses age 2 years and 
younger only: 

i. The Seller may “no-sale” or “pass-out” the horse, electing to retain the horse rather than sell it, if 
he does so before the horse leaves the sale ring.

ii. Neither Diamond-McNabb nor other Sellers will offer a Good Fit Guarantee on these young horses. 
They may not be returned 

iii. under this Guarantee. 

Additional Notice: 

Please be aware that Wyoming law recognizes that there is “inherent risk” associated with equine activities, and that 
risk is assumed by the participant rather than the provider of the equine activity. 

“Any person who takes part in any sport or recreational opportunity assumes the inherent risks in that sport or 
opportunity, whether those risks are known or unknown, and is legally responsible for any and all damage, injury 
or death to himself or other persons or property that results from the inherent risks in that sport or recreational 
opportunity.” 

WS 1-1-121, 122 and 123. 
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DM High Brow Prince, AQHA (Diamond Land & Livestock)
2009 Sorrel Stallion

DM High Brow Prince, known as 
“Prince” was born and raised on 
our ranch. He is an athlete that truly 
exudes presence and ability while 
maintaining a disposition that is 
fun to ride and easy to be around. 
Aptly named, Prince comes from 
bloodlines of cow horse royalty; 
His sire has offspring earnings 
in excess of $70 million across 
5 disciplines and his maternal 
grandsire, Peppy San Badger, is a 
name that needs no introduction. 
Prince’s oldest foals turned 8 this 
spring and as a sire he has a solid 
reputation for throwing extra smart, 
athletic babies that are good to 
work with. 5 Panel Disease test 
N/N. Sire of Hip 12, Hip 21, Hip 
33, Hip 45 and Hip 53.

DOCS HICKORY
GRULLA SAN

HIGH BROW CAT SMART LITTLE LENA
DOCS KITTY

MR SAN PEPPY
SUGAR BADGER

QUEEN ME PEPPY
EL REY ROJO

MISS LITTLE FOX
{

PEPPY SAN BADGER {

FOXY REINA {

{
HIGH BROW HICKORY {

SMART LITTLE KITTY {

Purchased from our long-time 
industry friend in Canada, this 
gray stallion offers a great mind 
and excellent cowhorse genetics 
all in a well-made package. He has 
an NCHA LTE of $54,784, retired 
sound from his riding career and 
has a kind, intelligent presence 
that we look forward to seeing 
in his offspring. Pegasus’s first 
Diamond babies hit the ground 
this Spring and we look forward 
to having him in our program. 5 
panel disease test N/N.

JEWELS LEO BARS
GAY JAY

PLAYGUN DOCS HICKORY
PISTOL LADY 2 BE

PEPPY SAN
DOCS MADONNA

FLO N CUT BORN TO CUT
FLOSY BAR

{
PEPPY DOCSAN {

BORN TO FLO {

{
FRECKLES PLAYBOY {

MISS SILVER PISTOL {

Pegasus (2003 Gray Stallion)
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Brockleface Starlite, AQHA (Diamond Land & Livestock)
2007 Bay Stallion

Brockleface Starlite, aka “Flint” is a 
head-turner with his clean, upright 
build and natural presence. With a 
pedigree full of old-time Quarter 
Horses (including 5 AQHA Hall of 
Fame Horses right on his papers) 
it’s not often that you find as many 
legendary names behind a horse 
of his age. Flint’s foal crops with 
us have been consistently pretty, 
well-made and intelligent colts. 
They’re often stamped with a little 
extra chrome and we have yet 
to find one that is not smart and 
responsive but gentle in nature. 
Flint is 5 Panel Disease tested 
N/N. Sire of Hip 26, Hip 43, Hip 
46, Hip 62.

DOC BAR
POCO LENA

DOCS TWICE ROYAL
KING

MIMI WARNER

PEPPY SAN BADGER
DOCS STARLIGHT

CASSANDRA STARLIGHT
DOC BAR

MIMI WARNER
{

GRAYS STARLIGHT {

DOCS CASSANDRA {

{ DOC OLENA {

KING COBRA {

Hank O Lena, AQHA (Ken McNabb)
2003 Black Stallion

Hank O Lena, AKA Stormy, goes down 
in history as the horse that changed Ken 
McNabb’s life. “I started riding Stormy 
in 2006 and I could not believe the 
difference in him compared to other two 
year olds. He came along so fast and 
effortlessly, he had the fundamentals 
of all the performance maneuvers in 
his first ten rides. That is a trait that he 
passes on to all his foals. He is ever the 
gentleman, always gentle, always kind. 
These are all traits that his foals display. 
We use Stormy in all phases of ranch 
work and I can honestly say I have never 
rode a horse with more cow sense than 
Stormy.” Grandsire of Hip 15 and Hip 54.

LEO SAN
PEPPY BELLE

PEPPY OTOE SAN BUBBLES BRAY
LEADER MAN DOLL

DOC OLENA
HANKEY PANKEY

HANKS MARIETTA DOC OLENA
KINGETTA CHEX

{
DOCS HANKY PANKEY {

MARIE O LENA {

{
PEPPY SAN {

GOLDIE LOCK BEVE {
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Reference Sire: Playgun Will Travel, AQHA 
2002-2018 Gray Stallion

Playgun Will Travel, or “Paladin” more 
than earned his spot as a cornerstone 
in the program. With strong, straight 
conformation and a gentle and solid 
mind, Paladin was a unique individual 
both on paper and in person. Sired 
by Playgun and out of a 2 time world 
champion rope horse, you find an extra 
level of versatility in his bloodlines, and 
as for his disposition, you could often 
find us riding him around bareback in 
a halter when he wasn’t on breeding 
duty in the pasture. At 15 hands and 
1200 lbs, Paladin had the bone and 
substance that many cow horses of 
our day do not. His colts are known 
around the ranch for their good minds 
and versatility. 5 Panel N/N. Grandsire 
of Hip 21.

JEWELS LEO BARS
GAY JAY

PLAYGUN
DOCS HICKORY

PISTOL LADY 2 BE

ZAN PARR BAR
DIAMONDS SPARKLE

ZANS DIAMOND DESIRE
GENUINE DOC
PEPPYS DESIRE

{
ZANS DIAMOND SUN {

GENUINE DESIRE {

{
FRECKLES PLAYBOY {

MISS SILVER PISTOL {



Doc has been Ken’s vet for 22 years and has been the official sale veterinarian since 
our inaugural sale in 2009.  In 2015, Tony  “Doc” Scheiber was voted one of the top five 
veterinarians in the nation by all of the cowboys and cowgirls competing in the PRCA.  It 
is a blessing to have a veterinarian the caliber of Doc working with us and on our horses’ 
health daily.  Thank you Doc for all you do for us and the whole equine industry!

Dr. Tony Scheiber is also the founder 
and president of Stamina Plus equine 
supplements, the official supplement of 
the Diamond-McNabb Ranch Horse Sale.

Find out more about Stamina Plus 
products at: www.staminaplus.com



Easter 62

Eli 11

Flynn 70

Freckles 55

Gage 58

Gidget 7

Gizmo 50

Glider 52

Gunner 13

Guss 69

Happy 20

Inigo 38

Jack 79

Jovi 75

Judge 47

Kid 2

Lefty 73

Lil Roany 68

Lola 1

Magic 36

Maverick 22

Monkey 46

Monster 53

Moose 27

Nerf 64

Opie 63

Horse Hip No Horse Hip No

ALPHABETICAL HIP LIST

Bear 60

Beau 4

Bentley 74

Boomer 26

Brooks 34

Buttons 19

Cadillac 23

California 78

Casino 44

Caspian 3

Cat 12

Charlie 6

Charlie Brown 8

Chief 76

Chrome 25

Cinch 10

Cochise 67

Corona 40

Cowhand 56

Dallas 42

Diego 43

Dixon 17

Dodge 9

Dolly 54

Dusty 59



Horse Hip No Horse Hip No

ALPHABETICAL HIP LIST - Continued

Patriot 18

Pistol 28

Poncho 5

Preacher 33

Princess 45

Punch 48

Quill 24

Redman 77

Remi 39

Rio 51

Rocky 16

Rojo 30

Ruben 41

Rummy 29

Serrano 66

Shasta 71

Snip 37

Steel 15

Suede 14

Sven 65

Swagger 61

Thunder 72

Tommy 35

Tramp 21

Waylon 57

Wesley 32

Whiskey 31

Willie 49



What we’ve learned from watching hundreds of bidders buy over 2,800 horses:

1. Shop early, shop often. Use the DMhorses.com website!

2. Let us help you build your “Short List”. Send us an email, give us a call, or 
ask us in person.

3. Attend the sale in person if you can. You get to see the horses and meet the 
riders “live.”

4. Manage your budget by keeping a longer ‘“Short List”. If you only choose 1 
or 2 horses, they might get away from you on sale day.

5. Relax. Introduce yourself. Meet some new friends. Enjoy. It’s a weekend in Wyoming!

Raised and ridden right here on the ranch, be sure to look at:

Hip 12, Cat
Hip 15, Steel
Hip 21, Tramp
Hip 26, Boomer
Hip 33, Preacher
Hip 43, Diego
Hip 45, Princess
Hip 46, Monkey

Hip 53, Monster
Hip 54, Dolly
Hip 56, Cowhand
Hip 62, Easter
Hip 69, Guss

Look for this stamp on their 
photos in the catalog.
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WOW. What a special mare! Gentle with a willing 
heart and ready to please, I cannot say enough 
good about her. There is no trail obstacle too 
tough for her. She knows how to work a cow 
like a pro and is finished and ready for the 
AQHA ranch classes. On top of all of that, she 
is an awesome trail horse that the whole family 
can enjoy and an outstanding ranch horse 
who will get the job done. Lola is as happy 
alone as she is in a crowd. She will take the 
lead or follow in the back. She is truly amazing 
and is trained to sit and lay down on command. With a pedigree and 
disposition like hers you would be proud to breed her as well. This pretty 
red mare is the whole package and “rated E” for everyone! Ridden by Ken 
McNabb. For more info: 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com. 

Now here is a horse I could talk about all day long! 
One of my favorites, Kid is a been-there-done-that 
ranch horse that has been with us for 2 years. 
He offers a gentle nature, experience and nearly 
bottomless heart and try. Kid will out-walk and 
out-work most other horses and still be willing at 
the end of the day. He spent a year as the go-to 
mount for our oldest ranch hand, relied on for the 
early frosty mornings, calving or gathering and 
more recently he’s also spent a lot of time in the 
arena. He has a great neck rein, lopes nice, easy 
circles, moves off your leg easily and is fun to ride bridleless. He doesn’t mind 
riding alone or branching off from the group, and if you need to lay him off for 
extended amounts of time he remains steadfast and true. Ridden by Meghan 
Connor. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 1 --  Lola (Oh For Heaven Sake, AQHA) 

Hip # 2 --  Kid (The Spikebox Kid, AQHA) 

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1040 lbs

Color: Red Dun
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2008

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1010 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Mare

YOB: 2014

FORTYS LAST CHANCE
BLACKBURN FORTY DUN

BADGERS TROPHY
QUINTELA CINCO

DOCS JACK SPRAT
LITTLE PEPPY FIVE

MISS SPRATS PEP LAKE JUAN LAKE
RANCHERO LADY 70

{
MR BLACKBURN 963 {

BADGERS ROANY QUINTELAS GEM {

{
JACK SPRATS PEPPY {

MISS LADY LAKE {

SMART LITTLE LENA 
GAY SUGAR CHIC

HEAVEN SENT CHIC PEPPY SAN BADGER 
LENAS SABRINA

PEPPY SAN BADGER 
RUFAS PEPPY

MS RUF PEPPY HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
MINI MISS JANE

{
SMART CHIC OLENA {

LITTLE LENA GIRL {

{
LIL RUF PEPPY {

MS POCO ROCO JAC {
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If you dream of long days on a mountain 
trail, all you need is packed saddlebags and 
Caspian. This guy is a fun, point-and-go kind 
of horse who is good to ride anywhere from 
the meadows to the mountains. He rides well 
alone or in a group, is fun to gather cattle on 
and is especially gentle and quiet with newborn 
calves. Caspian has an easy-going nature but 
works hard until the job is done and knows 
how to make a trail where there isn’t one. He 
rides well alone or in a group and doesn’t mind 
if he is in the front of the pack or at the back. He also knows his buttons 
in the arena, rides soft in your hands and has the smoothest little jog and 
slow, easy lope. The girls argued about who got to ride him last summer 
and it’s easy to see why! Ridden by Delaney Morgan. 307-298-5030.

This handsome palomino gelding is everything you 
have been searching for! Beau is the same horse 
every single day; willing to tackle any task with you. 
He moves effortlessly off your legs, easy transitions, 
flying lead changes, while able to drive and collect 
softly in your hands. He is extremely smooth and 
fluid with all maneuvers. Need to gather cattle? 
Beau is surefooted and confident in rough terrain. 
Drag calves to the fire, doctoring yearlings and 
every aspect of ranch work, this horse has seen it 
all. Carried the American flag at Cheyenne Frontier 
Days and carried flags at the prestigious National 
Finals Rodeo with smoke, spotlights, loud music, and thousands of fans. From 
beginner level to your top ranch hand, Beau will fit. A Wolfe Cowhorse favorite 
from day one. Let Beau be your next best ranch hand and pal for you. They do 
not come like this every day! Logan Wolfe 970.420.1536.

Hip # 3 -- Caspian (Grade) 

Hip # 4 -- Beau (Last Deal Chic, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2015

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1140 lbs
Color: Blue Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2015

SMART LITTLE LENA 
GAY SUGAR CHIC

JODIES BAR CHIC TRIPLE ROYAL
JODIE JO BAR 

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
LANCET PAWNEE

BJ DOCS DUN DEAL DOCS FACE CARD 
MISS BLACKBERN 40

{
SMART CHIC OLENA {

ROYAL JODIE BAR {

{
HEEZA DUN IT {

DOCS BLACKBURN FORTY {
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Pancho is the total package. He has the looks, 
the ride, the disposition and the desire to please. 
I have had so much fun riding and training 
this horse over the past year. All his gaits are 
smooth and he is amazingly soft in the bridle 
with a beautiful head carriage and a big stop. 
I’ve had students ride him and he rates to 
the level of the student. He will take care of a 
beginner, or gladly give an experienced rider a 
super responsive ride. Take him out of the arena 
and he is just as impressive. He will go all day 
in big country and want to nuzzle you when you get done. This is one of 
those amazing horses that everyone in the family will love and you will 
look long and hard to find. Ridden by Donald Archer. For more info: Ken 
McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 5 --  Pancho (Pocos Hovering Scout, AQHA)

Hip # 6 --  Charlie (KC King Glo N Smoke, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs
Color: Red Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1130 lbs

Color: Dun
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2013

CLEVER AS MY DADDY
HAMISHS PEACH

SIR SPARK QUINCY SPARK NOTE 
SHARP SHADY LADY 79

POCO MERLIN 
SASSY THOMASINA

JESSIE N POCOS BERTA JESSIE BLACKBURN
BERTS BANNER

{
SIR SAM QUINCY {

NOTE BY LADY SPARK {

{
POCO GOLD JESSIE {

PRETTY BERT JAMES 92 {

CHECKMATE KING GLO
BLUE GRACIE

KING GLO TAYLOR KING REPETE
PRUETTS LADY

POCO TOMS SMOKE
KING PEPPY GIRL

DLB DRY DOCS SUGAR SUNDBURN DRY
MY MUSIC BOSS

{
MR BASIC BLACK {

REPETES LADY {

{
POCO ROYAL SMART {

SUNBURN SERENADE {

Head to tail or withers to feet, Charlie is a 
handsome gelding no matter which way you 
look at him.  He has a gorgeous head, big kind 
eyes, flowing mane, red roan coat, and a beautiful 
tail that trails over two white socks for a splash 
of chrome.  A calm, confident, laid back fella, 
Charlie probably won’t win any races, but he’ll 
be a dependable companion for anyone in the 
family. He is good on the trail and very patient 
with beginners. He’s at his best when babysitting 
kids and teaching them the ropes.  Charlie has a 
smooth walk, trot and lope.  He rides off of gentle 
neck rein and leg pressure.  With his good ground manners, he’ll step over to a 
mounting block, stand quietly for the farrier, clip, bathe, and load with ease.  If you’re 
searching for a steady mount, don’t overlook this guy. Ridden by BJ Grimmett. 
For more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.
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Gidget is our 15-year-old spayed mare who is a 
phenomenal all-around ranch horse and athlete. 
Gidget has been my personal ranch horse this 
year that I have gotten to enjoy. She was raised 
on the ranch and been to rodeos, brandings, and 
all over the United States on trail rides. Gidget 
has packed kids, adults and anyone who is big 
enough to hold the reins. She has never taken 
a misstep for us in all the years we have owned 
her and we are excited to offer her to you in 
this sale. Gidget would be great for someone 
competing as she has $150,000 in money earned on the head side. 
She loads, clips, hauls great cross country, and is mellow headed in 
every situation. For more info call Darold Newman at 307-272-2759. 

Charlie is one of those special horses where 
we constantly say “take Charlie, he won’t 
mind!” Regardless of the weather, task or 
time, you can count on Charlie to have the 
level head and ability to get it done. He is 
happy to be ridden double, bareback or in 
a halter yet also handy to take to work cows 
or bulls or handle a rope. He walks out well, 
rides alone and lays off like a champ. Charlie 
Brown is also patient with beginners in the 
arena and good with a flag, tarp and various 
obstacles. He knows his stuff in the arena, lopes nice circles, pivots, and stops off 
whoa. He is seasoned on the trails, good to use on the ranch and just plain easy to 
be around. Charlie has carried riders of many levels through thick and thicker, and 
he’s the kind you’ll be happy to own. Ridden by Meghan Connor. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 7 --  Gidget (San Tivio Tuck, AQHA)

Hip # 8 -- Charlie Brown (PRCC Native Cynic, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1190 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1300 lbs

Color: Black
Sex: Spayed Mare

YOB: 2006

JESSIE TIVIO
WHITES SWEET CHEX 

SAN TIVIO CHEX JIM SABER 
SN FLY MISS

IRON REBEL
TARA TIGER LEO

TUCKS A LADY BAR HEELS 
MISBEHAVING MISS

{
POCO TIVIO CHEX {

MISS SAN SABER {

{
IRON SLUGGER {

BAY BABY BAR HEELS {

DRIFTWOOD IKE 
KATY WAS A LADY 

TUFFY RED IKE HARLAN BLUE STAR 
MISS UNTONA BAR 

FANTASTIC NATIVE
BELGIAN MISS

RICKEYS TAYLOR MAID MR LINTON 
TUCKER WEND 

{
TUFFY IKE {

KATIES RED LADY {

{
GORGEOUS NATIVE {

LINTONS ECHO {
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Dodge is the kind of horse everyone wants to have. 
Let your kid climb on him and go for a Sunday ride 
or go rope a bull on him! We have used him on 
mountain trail rides with guests. He is always in your 
pocket and just wants to be your friend; his favorite 
snack is peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. I have 
taken him to town to ranch rodeos, swam rivers 
and crossed over mountains. He has packed elk 
off the mountain. He’s done it all! There is nothing 
new you can show him that he hasn’t already 
seen. Dodge is up to date on all deworming and 
vaccinations. Ridden by Kurt McNabb. For more 
info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 9 -- Dodge (Shady Diehls Bob Zan, AQHA)

Hip # 10 -- Cinch (Dont Kross Tari, AQHA)

Height: 14.1  hands
Weight: 1050 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2009

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1290 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

ZAN PARR BAR 
SKIP SHOT

WATCH JOE ZAN WATCH TYREE
STAR EYED CHARM

SUGS BAR DOC
SLEEPYS FUNNY GIRL

SUGS BARON BELL DENVERS TEE CROSS
KIMS MISS BARON

{
ZAN PARR SUN {

CHARM ME JACK {

{
SLEEPYS SUGS BAR {

DENVERS MISS TEE {

DONT DOC ME 
MARTIS HICKORY CHEX

DONT DOC 108 MR BASIC BLACK
ZAYDZ BLACK CHICK

DOC BAR 
PURO’S LINDA

KRIS KROSS TARI DOC’S J JAY
BOW CROSS

{
DONT DOC {

MS KING GLO 108 {

{
DOC TARI {

MISS BOW DOC {

Look up the definition of pretty and you will find 
Cinch’s name. This guy has class to spare. We 
have put Cinch in all kinds of situations and he 
is always the same. Cinch has an amazing walk 
and is smooth in all his gaits. He is as much fun 
to ride as he is to look at. He has a great one-
handed neck rein, moves easily off of your seat 
and legs and will go anywhere you point him! 
Cinch stands great for the farrier, loads, clips 
and bathes like my little pony. He is up-to-date 
on all vaccinations and deworming. Cinch is an 
all-around pleasure to be around. Ridden by Trent 
McNabb. For more info: Ken McNabb 307-645  
3149  or info@kenmcnabb.com.  
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Eli has that sweet and willing, in-your-pocket type 
disposition that everyone loves. If you are looking 
for a safe, fun trail or arena horse Eli is your guy! 
He loves going out exploring through trails and 
doesn’t hesitate to cross downed timber or climb 
steep hills. He has been used to gather in rough 
country, been started on the hot heels and doesn’t 
mind dogs around him. Eli is also a great arena 
horse- he catches his leads with ease and lopes 
a nice circle, has a low headset on a loose rein 
and works easily off leg cues. Best suited for an intermediate rider since he 
moves out well and is responsive to your cues, Eli is gentle, fun, one-hand 
broke and the kind that will make a great addition to your barn! Ridden by 
Jessie Cloutier 406-564-8289.

Hip # 11 --  Eli (Nuevos Investment, AQHA)

Hip # 12 -- Cat (High Brow Trashy Cat, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2017

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1025 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2015

HIGH BROW HICKORY 
SMART LITTLE KITTY

DM HIGH BROW PRINCE PEPPY SAN BADGER 
FOXY REINA

BE AECH ENTERPRISE
MISS WHITE TRASH

REMS SO TRASHY REMINIC
HICKORY FRECKLES JOY

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

QUEEN ME PEPPY {

{
TRASHADEOUS {

REMINICS JOY {

HIRED HAND JULIO
L PRIMA PANDA  

NUEVO LEO WIMPY LEO 
STEPH UP BY LEO 

THE INVESTER 
TONTOS SCOOTER 

SCARLETT STARLET BLUEBERRY JEZ
KING’S LITTLE JOY

{
NEW SORREL {

MISS WIMPY THREE LEO {

{
INVESTMENT {

MOONSHINE BAR MAID {

Cat is an incredibly friendly gelding, who will follow 
you wherever you go. He has roped the team 
roping dummy on the heel side and has been lightly 
started out of the box on the heel side. Cat has done 
breakaway with several calves out of the box and 
tied a few down. He knows and picks up his leads 
well and can do a flying lead change. He works great 
both in and out of the arena. He has been casually 
started on the barrels and poles and proves to be 
athletic. Cat is a willing, great little horse with a good 
mind that will take you down the trails or for a fun 
day in the arena. Ridden by Sam Wagler. For more 
info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.
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Gunner is a sharp looking buckskin who has the 
wow factor in more ways than one. Not only is 
he pretty, he has a beautiful way of moving and 
all the heart and ability that you could ask for! He 
has a smooth, comfortable lope, rides soft in your 
hands and moves easily off your leg. Gunner has 
the motor and quick stride to go all day and does 
well in the arena and outside. He is good with water 
crossings and rough ground and will ride off alone. 
We have ridden him for everything from gathering 
and checking cows in the mountains, wrangling horses, ponying other horses, 
carrying the flag and riding double bareback. He will stick with you all day long 
and still be comfortable to be on at the end of the job. This is a really cool horse 
that can take you far! Ridden by Louisa Heald. 307-298-5030.

We cannot say enough about this kind, gentle 
gelding. He truly fits the entire family. If you are 
looking for a horse to do a ranch job, play on an 
obstacle course, throw your kid on in the arena or 
take your mother-in-law out on a trail ride, Suede 
fits it all. He has a ground-covering walk, smooth 
lope and will ride up or down to the level of the 
rider. He can be used every day or can be laid off; 
he comes back as steady as when you left him.  
Suede has packed my 5yr old daughter and 10yr 
old niece around for the past year and they have both fallen in love with him. His 
sweet disposition makes him a true joy to be around!  A family favorite, we are 
confident that you’ll enjoy him as much as we have. Ridden by Justin Hatfield. 
FMI: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.  

Hip # 13 -- Gunner (Grade)

Hip #14 --  Suede (Grade)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2014

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1090 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2013
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We love this colt! Steel is a quiet, stout and good 
looking two-year-old. He is also a fast learner and 
has been quiet through all of his training. He’s been 
started the right way and has the foundation for a 
successful future. Steel sells with 20 rides on him 
and he can go any direction from here. Whether it 
be the ranch or the arena this colt will look good 
doing it. Ridden by Trent McNabb. For more info: 
Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.  

Hip # 15 -- Steel (Blkbrn Steel, AQHA)

Height: N/A 
Weight: N/A
Color: Gray

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2019

PEPPY OTOE SAN
HANKS MARIETTA

STORMYS BLUE BANDIT EDDIE BLUE HANCOCK
FIGURE FOUR BEST

SUGAR BAR BUCKAROO
KAHLUA PEPPY

BLKBRN SPARK QUICK WINE FOR THE TIMES 
SHES GOTTA BE PEPPY

{
SE KAHLUA QUICK {

PICK YOUR ZIN {

{
HANK OLENA {

FOUR IN BLUE {

Rocky is big, gentle and handsome. If you are looking 
for a big horse that can carry anyone, Rocky is your 
horse. He stands 15.2 hands and has good muscle. 
Everyone from big to small loves riding Rocky. He 
is as gentle as they come. He is smooth and easy 
to sit, I’d call him the Rolls Royce of trail horses. 
Rocky has lots of training in and out of the arena. 
He works well off your seat and legs, Rocky side 
passes, collects and yields to every body cue given. 
He is so much fun to ride. Rocky is an old pro out 
on the trails, he has not a care in the world. He goes through any type of terrain 
and is sure footed. We have not found an obstacle that he won’t pass. He is 
one laid back dude. Rocky loads, shoes and stands tied to a hitching rail all day. 
Houck Horse Company, LLC 612-810-5455.

Hip # 16 -- Rocky (Oopps Wrong Color, AQHA)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1250 lbs

Color: Gray
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2007
ZIPS FAMOUS AMOS

ABBEY TE

CHIPS ROCKIN COWBOY SUGAR BE GOOD
JAYCEE JULIE ANN

DOUBLE BLUE HANK
FROSTY POLLYANNA

TES N HANK WIMPY MITCH
TES IMPRESSIVE FILLY

{
DL FROSTY BLUE HANK {

FANCY TES {

{
CHIP OF AMOS {

ROCKIN R KRISTY LEE {
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There is something special about this palomino 
gelding. Dixon is a quality five-year-old, broke and 
gentle beyond his years. He has always been good 
minded, willing to go anywhere and try anything 
you ask. He rides out alone without complaint 
and can handle time off like an older horse. I 
love his in-your-pocket personality and soft eye! 
He has great handle, with easy lope departures, 
push button pivots, one handed neck rein and is 
easy to get gates on. We’ve used him for all tasks 
on the ranch, including dragging the calf sled, 
wrangling horses, gathering cows and trail riding. He has a great walk and 
doesn’t balk at obstacles. Dixon is truly a pleasure to be around. With breeding, 
mindset and foundation to back him up, he has so many golden years of life 
ahead of him. Ridden by Hannah and Steven Gutenberger. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 17 -- Dixon (Hesa Doc Leo Heir, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1115 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2016

LEO
BEAVER BOBBIE

DOCS LEOS DRY DRY SPEC A PEPPER
LADS 

OKIES SHININ STAR 
OKIES SPRING FEVER 

SHEZA SHININ STAR PRAIRIE FARMER 
SHEZA DEE BAR HEIR

{
LAD LEO {

LADS PEPPER ABBY {

{
BILLYS SHININ STAR {

SHEZA PODDY HEIR {

Patriot is an eye-catching paint that is fun to ride! 
He is responsive, attentive and stays in-tune with 
me through every ride. He has a light handle with a 
beautiful neck rein, lope departures, sidepass, speed 
control and stop off of whoa that is sure to please a 
rider wanting “next level” ability. His collected trot and 
lope are so smooth and rhythmic that I could lope 
him all day without getting tired of it! Patriot is just 
as talented and athletic outside as he is inside. I love 
taking him for long days in the mountains because 
he gives his all and will go over, under and through 
just about anything. This guy has been a pleasure 
to ride and reliably carried me wherever I need to 
go! Ridden by Delaney Morgan. 307-298-5030. 

Hip # 18 -- Patriot (Grade)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1125 lbs

Color: Sorrel Tobiano
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014
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Buttons is one special horse you don’t want to 
miss. Lay him off for months, bring him back and 
he will be the same every time you get on him. If 
you want to go rope on him or climb mountains, 
he is the guy for you. He handles water crossing 
and rough country like a dream. He is easy to catch 
and easy to love. He wants to be your friend and 
is so willing to learn new things. Buttons is truly 
one of a kind. Up-to-date on all vaccinations and 
deworming. Ridden by Kurt McNabb. For more 
info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 19 -- Buttons (Mr Bud Olena, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1115 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

SMART PLAN
MADAM PEPPY

SMART PLANIN DOC THE COLONEL LEE
DOCS STREAKIN MOLLY

LENAS BONITA
LITTLE MONKEY FACE

COWS SUGAR BARS DOUBLE BAR BUZZ
ANNIE MAC BAR

{
SMARK PLANIN PEPPY {

COLONELS DOC MOLLY {

{
BAILE CON VACAS {

BUZZES LEADING LADY {

This horse lives up to his barn and registered 
name. When you ride out on this guy you will 
be noticed. Not only does he have the looks, but 
he is always Happy to see you. He will meet you 
at the gate or in the pasture ready for whatever 
the day brings. Happy is soft in the bridle and 
moves off your legs with ease. He has a gorgeous 
jog that is super smooth. We have moved cattle 
with him and been on some tough trail rides. I 
have ridden him in some really rough country 
and he has been rock solid. It doesn’t matter 
if it is creeks, rocks, blow downs, or wide-open country, Happy will 
cover it with ease. Put him in the front or the back and enjoy the ride. 
Ridden by Donald Archer. For more info: Ken McNab 307-645-3149 
or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 20 -- Happy (Bright Chrome Wheels, ApHC)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Grulla Appaloosa
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

BUG BAR DEE

FOUR WHEELIN INSTYLE

{
SOMETIME’S THE BUG {

FANNIES REFLECTION {

{
FOUR WHEELIN PR {

CRIMSON KERI {
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Tramp is a handsome two-year-old colt who 
has his roots straight from our program. Every 
one of the DM High Brow Prince colts has been 
exceptionally smart and eager to please and 
ALWAYS cowy and athletic. Tramp’s maternal 
grandsire is our cornerstone stallion Playgun 
Will Travel, who has produced some of our most 
popular horses for the last ten years. Tramp went 
through our halter breaking program as a yearling, 
and was started under saddle this spring. He’s 
very intelligent and shows the right ingredients to 
go in any direction. Tramp will have 10-15 rides by sale time and we’ll post 
videos as he goes along. Don’t miss him, he’s one of the good ones being 
offered at a young age! For more information call us at 307-298-5030.

Hip # 21 -- Tramp (DLL Prince With Guns, AQHA)

Height: N/A 
Weight: N/A

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2019

HIGH BROW HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY

DM HIGH BROW PRINCE PEPPY SAN BADGER
FOXY REINA

PLAYGUN
ZANS DIAMOND DESIRE

DM PLAYINUP STARLITE GRAYS STARLIGHT
DOCS MADRONE

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

QUEEN ME PEPPY {

{
PLAYGUN WILL TRAVEL {

MADRONES LAST STAR {

Maverick is one of the coolest, most versatile horses I have ever 
owned. He is awesome on the ranch, sweet and kind on the 
trail and totally at home in the show pen. Mav is a cowhorse 
deluxe and he can handle any job. I have sorted hundreds of 
cattle from pairs to yearlings and he has never let me down. We 
have drug calves to the fire and doctored in the field- Mav is 
good at it all! I have used Maverick to take absolute beginners 
on trail rides and he was a perfect gentleman. He is finished 
and ready to take you to the AQHA ranch show pen! Mav was a 
huge help to me this year at the Road to the Horse competition. 
He stands to be shod, clipped, bathed and loves to ride in the 
trailer. Ridden by Ken McNabb. For more info: 307-645-3149 
or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 22 -- Maverick (A Lil Tassas Please, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1225 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2010
SMART LITTLE LENA

GAY SUGAR CHIC

TENINO SAN
DOC O LENITA

MR SAN PEPPY
SUGAR BADGER

TASSAS LITTLE PEPPY DOC BAR
TASA TIVIO

{
SMART CHIC OLENA {

CHIC PLEASE SAN O LENITA {

{
PEPPY SAN BADGER {

TASSAS LITTLE PEPPY {
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Cadillac is one of those horses that his name 
truly fits his character. He is a comfortable ride 
that is built to last and is luxurious to look at. 
Cadillac has a quiet personality that fits all riders 
and is always willing to go where he is pointed. 
We have put him through his paces doing all 
the ranch chores. He is good to rope on both 
in the pasture and in the branding pen. He has 
even spent some time picking up broncs at 
our local events. Cadillac is truly a gem and 
will fit anyone wanting a dependable last a 
lifetime type of gelding. For more information 
go to www.swensonmartinhorses.com or call 
701-891-1771.

Hip # 23 --  Cadillac (Cadillac Turbo, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Dun
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

BILLS CLASS
MS MISTY COCOA

MR CADILLAC CASH BLUEBOY QUINCY
SUNNY CADILLAC 

SON OF A DOC
FADING DELL

DOCS ANNIE LEE CODY BERT
TURN CHIPPER

{
TKS BILLS MISTY DUN {

QUINCY CADILAC {

{
DOCS POCO PRINTER 82 {

TURN BERT {

Hip # 24 -- Quill (Grade)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1300 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

Quill is a stunning nine-year-old gelding who loves trail riding, 
ranch work, and arena work. The solid foundation he has can go in 
any direction with any discipline. He is soft on the bit and responds 
with ease. We used Quill over the summer at our outfitting camp 
taking trail rides up and down the Big Horn Mountains with all 
levels of rider. He was trustworthy and steady in every situation 
we put him in. His sweet temperament makes him a favorite at 
the ranch and paired with his good ground manners we are sure 
you will love him too. He has been used at rope clinics for timid 
riders, and always takes care of whoever is on his back. This 
surefooted horse will be a great companion for any rider. We have let him off for 
months and he saddles up the same. Quill is great to bathe, clip, and shoe. For 
more info contact Darold Newman @ 307-272-2759.
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Chrome is my son’s 9-year-old horse and has 
been a fantastic partner for him! He has a quiet 
personality and rides really smooth with a one-
handed neck rein. Whether he is being ridden 
down a trail at a leisurely pace or if you’ve got 
a job to do, some horses just make a day go by 
quick. He is easy to catch, saddle, trim, loads in the 
trailer like a dream and he lays off well. Chrome is 
a real head turner, with his black color contrasting 
with 4 white socks and white face, he’s one flashy 
ride that stands out in any arena or pasture for 
that matter! If you have any questions, please 
call Tim Transtrom (701) 570-7734.

Hip # 25 -- Chrome (Grade)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Black
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012

Boomer is a one-of-a-kind gelding. His 
personality is so sweet! He will always meet 
you at the gate to say hello and get his ears 
scratched. Not only is he a flashy looking gelding, 
he is very talented. His baby doll lope is like 
sitting in a rocking chair. He has the foundation 
of a deep stop, nice fluid turnaround and gathers 
himself up to watch a cow. I’ve taken Boomer 
on extensive trail rides, had him up in the 
mountains gathering cattle and riding and sorting 
pairs during calving season. This young horse 
takes everything in stride and has a very willing 
spirit about him. You can use him every day or lay him off for a few weeks 
and he will be the same every time. Boomer has captured my family and 
we have loved having him in our program. Ridden by Justin Hatfield. For 
more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com. 

Hip # 26 -- Boomer (DLL In A Flash, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2017

DOC O’LENA 
KING COBRA 

BROCKLEFACE STARLITE GRAYS STARLIGHT 
DOC’S CASSANDRA 

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS SMARTY REY

ASPOONFULOFFLASH PEPPY SAN BADGER 
PALOMA TORCAZ

{
HES A PEPTOSPOONFUL {

IM A LITTLE FLASHY {

{
DOCS TWICE ROYAL {

CASSANDRA STARLIGHT {
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Moose is a family favorite because he is gentle and 
solid to the core. He has the softest, kindest eye 
and a trustworthy demeanor that makes me feel 
100% safe every time I ride him. Moose is broke 
to all kind of obstacles and fun to ride double or 
bareback. He has a comfortable trot and lope and 
is great to ride outside. Countless times I have run 
a herd of horses to the back pasture on him then 
turned around and walked home alone on a loose 
rein. I’d entrust my younger siblings to him since he 
takes good care of anyone on his back, listens to his rider and watches where 
he steps. I love how he thinks his way through new situations! Moose is solid  
gold and is good with time off. He enjoys being around you and it’s impossible 
not to enjoy being around him too! Ridden by Louisa Heald 307-298-5030.

Hip # 27 -  Moose (Grade)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1250 lbs 

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2011

If the perfect palomino is what you are looking for, 
you just found him. Pistol is an awesome horse 
on the ranch, incredible on the trail and finished 
for the AQHA ranch class. On the trail he is just 
as happy back in the pack as he is up front. He 
is totally fine alone, yet comfortable in a group 
setting. He is happy to show a beginner rider 
the ropes or take a pro anywhere they want to 
go. Pistol has been used extensively as a ranch 
horse but has the handle of a show horse. He is 
truly the perfect combination of work and play 
and is the same every day. If you turn him out for the winter he will be 
looking forward to your next ride. He stands great to be shod, bathed, 
clipped and loads like a pro! Ridden by Ken and DeeDee McNabb. FMI: 
307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 28 -- Pistol (Boons Bite My Dust, AQHA) 

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1175 lbs 
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2013

PEPPY SAN BADGER 
ROYAL BLUE BOON

TUMS DRY DOC 
MISS REY LITA

FESTIVE FOX
DOCS CHITA ADONIS

LEOS SHADOW DUSTER BENJO GLITTER 
WINKIN MISSY

{
PEPTOBOONSMAL {

DRY DOCS RED RUBY {

{
LEOS HOLLYWOOD FOX {

EL PASO MISSY {
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Rummy has that old school bulldog look to him 
and everyone notices him when he comes to town. 
We have owned Rummy for two years and he is 
always dependable and stays broke. He has been 
used for calving, has drug a ton of calves to the 
fire and is really handy in the sorting pen.  One of 
Rummy’s best assets is his level-headed demeanor 
that never gets rattled when out riding alone. He is 
a smaller gelding but definitely doesn’t move like 
one with an easy-to-ride trot and lope.  For more 
information go to www.swensonmartinhorses.com 
or call 701-891-1771.

Hip # 29 -- Rummy (Little Red Rummy, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs 

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

PEPPY SAN BADGER 
DOCS CARA LENA

PERRYMANS RUMMY PEP PEPPYS SHELL
APRIL GAMBLER

LIL RETSINA PEPPY
ROCKABYE LOLLY

ELBA MT MS ROCKETTE PEPONCHEK
ANGELS MYSTIC MAGIC

{
RUM SQUALL {

MY SOUTHERN SWEETIE {

{
RB ROCKABYE PEPPY {

MAGIC CHECKERS {

Rojo is our gentle, sweet sorrel gelding. This horse 
will take care of anyone and is fun to go down 
the trail with. His smooth gaits make him a joy 
to ride and a first pick when work needs to be 
done. He has worked hard days on the ranch and 
is no stranger to long hours. Well-mannered and 
naturally athletic, this guy is as good as they get. 
Hasn’t spooked at anything we have thrown at him 
and went through our obstacle course with flying 
colors. Give him months off and he will saddle up 
the same, this horse has been bombproof for us 
and never taken a misstep. He rides around in a 
halter and bareback, and responds calmly in every 
situation. Great to shoe, bathe and clip. For more 
information contact Darold @ 307-272-2759.

Hip # 30 -- Rojo (Grade)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1400 lbs 

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012
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Here is a nice gentle gelding. We have used him 
to drag a sled taking hay out to the calves. He 
has a good start roping out of the box on the 
head side and he has roped and drug the roping 
dummy as well. He rides good in the arena; 
lopes right out of his tracks, picks up the correct 
lead, does flying lead changes and has a really 
nice turnaround. Whiskey loves a good day on 
the trail and has had lots of different riders on 
him and they all say the same thing- they love 
him! Whiskey has been lightly started on the 
barrels and poles. He is an all-around nice horse, light in the mouth 
and responsive to your seat. Ridden by Sam Wagler. For more info: Ken 
McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 31 -- Whiskey (Bugsy Can Zip, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs 

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

FR TURBO ZIPPER
SKIPA STARS KAT

TURBOS LITTLE ZIPPER MR RENTA RED
KROGS GINNY

ZAN PARR BAR
LADY HISTORY

GEORGIE LASS LOOK OUT HENRY
ZIP A ROPE

{
TURBOS BUENO JACK {

MISS ZANA RED {

{
CLIPPER ZAN {

ELIZABETH LASS {

Hip # 32 -- Wesley (JacsLilSunshine, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs 
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

DOCS BARS BOY 2
LUCKY LITTLE BABY 

LUCKY BOTTOM NOAH GOLD BERT BAILEY
FAN’S CINDEE

DOCTOR BOON
MATTS JUANITA

LUCKY BLUE RUFFLES LUCKY BOTTOM RUFUS 
ZANTY’S DREAM

{
LUCKY BOTTOM RUFUS {

CINDEE ANN BAILEY {

{
DOCTOR BLUE BOON {

LUCKY BOTTOM RUFFLES {

Wesley is a pleasant-natured, “easy on the eyes” 
gelding that we have enjoyed riding. Naturally 
curious and friendly, he often greets you at the 
gate and likes to please. Wesley has been used 
to trail ride and gather cattle all over the ranch 
and is steady on his feet from high country 
rocks to overgrown sage and creek crossings. 
Not only is he a good choice for outdoor work 
and adventures, he is a naturally smooth mover 
who is a prospect for the local show ring or 
playdays as well. With his versatile mindset, 
training, size and resume, Wesley has been a go-to amongst our saddle 
horses! Ridden by Jimmy & Sheila Puckett. For more information call 
us at 307-298-5026. 
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Preacher has that amazing disposition that 
we are all looking for.  He is quite gentle and 
athletic all in one package. Preacher has been 
awesome to start and is good with his feet. He 
is a gentleman all-around. This  is a young horse 
that I will hate to see go, just because he is so 
much fun to be around. He has 15 rides and is 
going nicely outside. For more information call 
Ken McNabb at 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 33 -- Preacher  (Registration Pending, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 900 lbs

Color: Gray
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2019

HIGH BROW HICKORY

SMART LITTLE KITTY

DM HIGH BROW PRINCE PEPPY SAN BADGER

FOXY REINA

BLUE APACHE HANCOCK

MS LEO BRITCHES

APACHE TARA DOUBLE SONNY

CUTTIN LITTLE TARA

{
APACHE BLUE BRITCHES {

LITTLE BEAUTY BAR {

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

QUEEN ME PEPPY {

Brooks “the dun” was named after the famous 
country singing duo.  He is a lover and will catch 
you in the pasture. He is the in-your-pocket type, 
so if you are looking for a horse to be your friend, 
you found him!  I have struggled to find anything 
that spooks him. Traffic, cows, bridges, wildlife, 
dogs, bikes, and flags don’t bother him. Ride him 
bareback, double, in the wind, or into town; he 
won’t mind. He would prefer an advanced child or 
intermediate adult to be able to clearly understand 
their cues. FMI call Carly at 303 668 3762 or email 
carly@balanceintraining.com.

Hip # 34 -- Brooks (Sierranovas Magic, AQHA)

Height: 15.3 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs 

Color: Dun
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2015
MISTER SUMMER TWIST 
FOXY BLUE BONANZA 

SILVERKING MAGIC TWO FIDDLE ON JACK
DAVES JACKIE TWO 

SEIRRA TE 
IBMS SIS MISS

SIERRANOVAS ANGEL TEE JAY RAY
ANGELS ANNIE 

{
TWIST OF BLUE MAGIC {

RIVS JACKIE TWO {

{
SIERRANOVA {

ROSE BUD GIRL {
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Anybody that can sit on a horse will be able to get 
along with this classy gelding. He is as honest of a 
ranch gelding as you can find and has the smoothest 
trot we have ever rode. Tommy is a finished cutter with 
over $5,400 NCHA earnings. He has been Colter’s high 
school cutting horse and has qualified him for nationals 
the last two years by placing in the top 4 in the state of 
ND.  He is very user friendly in the cutting pen and is 
perfect for the person wanting to learn to cut or start out 
in the sorting. However, Tommy would be just as happy 
to retire from the show pen and become someone’s trail 
or ranch horse. He is safe for anyone from age 3 to 103. 
For more information go to www.swensonmartinhorses.
com or call 701-891-1771.

Hip # 35 -- Tommy (Somebody In Motion, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs 

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2005

DOC O’LENA 
SMART PEPPY

SOMEBODY SMART SON O SUGAR 
SONS BUSY BODY 

DOC O’LENA 
GAY BAR DIXIE

ZANEE WHAT DOC’S LYNX
ZAN’S MAGIC

{
SMART LITTLE LENA {

A BUSY BODY {

{
DOCTOR WHAT {

ZANEE LYNX {

America’s Favorite Color and a Once in a Lifetime mount! Magic 
turns heads everywhere you take him! Anything you are cowboy 
enough to do, this gorgeous golden palomino will easily be your 
go-to guy. You will fall in love with his looks but wait until you 
meet him! His soft and kind eyes say it all. Magic is accustomed 
to lots of one-on-one time and will greet you at the gate! Magic 
is trained as a cowhorse and has all the bells and whistles. 
He has a smooth trot and lopes on a draped rein. There is no 
other gelding you could trust at the grand opening of the 2020 
National Finals Rodeo with the governor of South Dakota while 
carrying the American Flag than Magic! Smoke, crazy audience, 
fireworks and much more; this solid and true gelding is a rare 
gem. He is pure pleasure and a treasure for all! Contact Kason 
Wolfe: 970.420.8353

Hip # 36 -- Magic (Kleine Kaiser, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2014

DOC BAR 
PURO’S LINDA

TARIS JUDGE TEE CROSS
PICO BOW 

GREAT PINE 
LADY MOST LIKELY 

PINES POCITA SHOUTHERN HEIR
THISTLE WHIZ

{
SPIRIT OF PINE {

IMA DUDES BID {

{
DOC TARI {

BOW CROSS {
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Inigo is that special “one size fits all” horse that is 
the first to greet you with an amiable attitude every 
time. Whether riding daily, or once a month, he stays 
broke. Having been ridden extensively in all weather 
and terrain, he navigates his way confidently with 
surefooted care even in the roughest environment. 
He is a solid citizen for a hard day’s work, however 
leisurely trail riding is equally enjoyable. His three 
smooth gaits make long hours in the saddle 
comfortable. From obstacle courses, to all aspects 
of ranching, Inigo has been unflappable with reliable 
“can do” willingness and control. A gentleman in every way with respectful ground 
manners. Truly that total package, suitable for a wide range of riders. Pleasant 
disposition, easy keeper, hardy build, and undeniably beautiful. Don’t miss this tall, 
dark, and handsome boy! Ridden by Jimmy and Sheila Puckett. 307-298-5026.

Hip # 38 --  Inigo (AH Flashy Bud, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1295 lbs
Color: Bay Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2015

CLARKE HANCOCK
HIGHLANDS LADY

JP ROAN HANCOCK BLUE BOY HANCOCK 
LEO FLY JR 38

MR KINGSVILLE
PECK’S PEPPY

FLASHY HAIDAS HAIDAS PEPPY JOE 
FREIGHT BUD

{
JP HANCOCK {

ROAN BABY HANCOCK {

{
KINGSVILLE DECK {

HAIDAS PEPPY GIRL {

Snip is a four-year-old AQHA mare. This little horse 
has a great foundation, as well as a very bright 
head setting upon her shoulders. She has a small, 
but rugged frame and is on her way to becoming 
a go-to ranch horse or a great trail companion. 
Snip is a cool little horse to have around, full of 
character and cute as a button. She is the type 
of horse that is easy to fall in love with and does 
her best to please you. You won’t want to miss 
her at this year’s sale! Ridden by Jack Steed. For 
more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email 
info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 37 --  Snip (King Blackburn Coco, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs

Color: Dun
Sex: Mare

YOB: 2017

MR BLACKBURN 41
SHEILCUT 66

CLARKS BAR BLACKBURN CLARKS POCO DOC
BLOSSOM LILL 70

LENATA DOC 
SURE NUF KING

LIL COCO BLACKBURN COCO BLACKBURN
TUFCOLA BIRD

{
KING PEPPY DIAMOND {

COCOS PRAIRIE BIRD {

{
MR BLACKBURN CHAMP {

DOCS BLOSSOM {
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When it comes to a classic, all-around family horse, 
Remi is all that and more! If you can sit in the saddle 
and hold the reins you can enjoy Remi. He is solid 
gold wrapped in a red dun roan package. We’ve 
used him for all the ranch chores and given beginner 
riding lessons on him. Remi has no concerns about 
bridges, creeks, bareback, dragging the log, tarps 
or flags. He is willing to ride at any pace; slow and 
steady, or pick up to a long trot and lope. Remi is 
comfortable riding out alone or branching off from 
a group, and time off is no problem. He will pick you up from a mounting block 
and stands patiently for you to get a gate or tie your coat on back. We have 
put a lot of trust in this horse and we’ve never been disappointed! Ridden by 
Hadleigh True. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 39 -- Remi (Grade)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1290 lbs

Color: Red Dun Roan
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012

Hip # 40 -- Corona (Lil Joaker Flash, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs 
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2014

Corona is a seven-year-old AQHA palomino gelding. 
This flashy gelding spins, slides, half passes, side 
passes, bows and lays down. If you are looking for 
a horse that has buttons then this is definitely your 
guy. He has known long days on the ranch trailing 
cows and passed our obstacle courses with ease. 
This horse is forward moving and will go in any 
direction you point him in. Corona is an in your 
pocket horse and will cover some country. Great to 
bathe, clip and shoe. For more information contact 
Darold Newman @ 307-272-2759.

SUN FROST
ALAMITOS LOLLY

ALAMITOS JOAKER PC SUN JOAKER
TKM DANAWOOD

FRENCHMANS GUY
BUSY BAR BEE

SUNSOCKS FLASH PC SUN SOCKS 
MI WAYS JACKIE

{
FROST FLASH {

SUNSOCKS JACKIE {

{
ALAMITOS SUN FROST {

MISS JOAKERWOOD {
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Ruben is by far one of the funniest horses on the 
ranch. This fancy looking little gelding stands 14 
hands and is absolutely flawless in conformation 
and in character. He is gentle, kind and has a 
heartwarming, get-along type demeanor. Ruben 
is well-trained both in and out of the arena. He 
is soft, supple and collected, Ruben neck reins 
and works responsibly off your seat and legs 
without overreaction. Ruben picks up both leads 
with ease, he is very smooth in his transitions. 
He naturally carries his head level with his 
withers. Ruben is definitely a favorite when we 
have outside riding to do. My 13-yr-old daughter ropes out in the pasture 
and works cows with him. Take him through, over, under or anything in 
between, Ruben never refuses. Obstacles are not an obstacle for Ruben. 
Open and close gates, load, haul and shoe with no issues. Houck Horse 
Company, LLC:  612-810-5455.

Hip # 41 -- Ruben (Grade)

Height: 14 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs
Color: Blue Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2015

Hip # 42 -- Dallas (Colonels Poco Blues, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs

Color: Gray
Sex: Mare

YOB: 2011

BLANTON WOOD
GINNYS SIS

VICKTER TOO COOL RUSSO’S BONANZA 
CHINCHETA GREY

POCO STRIPES JESSIE
JB CUFFS PENNY

COLONELS PINK POCKET MR KING PEPPY
COLONELS SUGARFOOT

{
BLANTONS O TOO COOL {

VICKI R BONANZA {

{
POCO TOMS JESSIE {

COLONELS DOC PEPPY {

Pretty as a picture is how I would describe Dallas, 
she is one classy mare. She is talented, kind 
and as willing as they come. We have ridden 
her outside extensively and she loves a good 
adventure. She has a ground-covering walk and 
is smooth in her trot and lope. Although she 
loves being outside, she is just as happy in the 
arena and you will make a statement with her. I 
only put my wife on horses that will take perfect 
care of her and Dallas does exactly that. Dallas 
has seen many obstacles and handles them 
with ease. Not only is she safe, she has as much motor as you will need to 
rope a calf in the pasture. This mare has a lot of heart and has been a joy to 
ride. Ridden by Justin Hatfield. For more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 
or email info@kenmcnabb.com.
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MY CASINO QUINCY
BLACK SACRIFICE 

KROS SAMMY BLUE KROG CLASSY COWBOY 
CLAUDIA KOT

NTS STRIPPIN REBEL
MNS SCARLET LETTER

NTS DESTINY MIRACLE REBELS DESTINY 
NEBRASKA QUEEN

{
MNS IRON HAWK {

NTS NEBRASKAS DESTINY {

{
MY BLUE CASINO {

KROS DEBBIE {

Diego is a gorgeous homeraised gelding in the 
prime of his life with the personality that people 
love. He will come find you in the pen or pasture 
and be your friend from there forward. From 
experienced trainers to intermediate guests 
to allowing our toddlers to ride double with us 
on him, he has a versatile personality. He has 
standout handle in the arena, with a slow lope 
that would rock a baby to sleep! He is autopilot 
on gates and obstacles, and goes anywhere you 
point on the trail. Diego has a ton of natural cow 
sense that is a blast! He stays broke with time off or time on, plus he can 
ride out alone. Personality, experience, breeding and conformation that 
will stand behind him for the rest his life, this is definitely a special one 
to us! Ridden by Helaina True and Hannah Gutenberger. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 43 -- Diego (DLL Starlite Olena, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1195 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

DOC O’LENA 
KING COBRA 

BROCKLEFACE STARLITE GRAYS STARLIGHT 
DOC’S CASSANDRA 

JAE BAR FLETCH
ROYAL BLUE DUALLY

ROYAL WEDDING BELLE SHORTY LENA 
JAZABELL QUIXOTE

{
DOCS TWICE ROYAL {

CASSANDRA STARLIGHT {

{
ROYAL FLETCH {

ROYAL SERENA BELLE {

Hip # 44 -- Casino (BC Casino Blues, APHA)

Height: 15.3 hands
Weight: 1250 lbs

Color: Blue Roan Tobiano
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2016

Casino is one of those horses that will make 
everyone turn their head and stare.  He is a 
commanding presence for both his size and color 
but will also melt everyone’s heart by his kind 
people-pleasing disposition. This sweet gelding 
has been used on our ranch and always is a 
first pick to get a job done. He is great to rope 
on, really pulls from the horn and is good in the 
sorting pen. Casino usually meets you at the gate 
to go for a ride and is safe for anyone to take 
down the trail. He has a ground covering walk but 
is also very easy to ride at all speeds.  For more 
information go to www.swensonmartinhorses.
com or call 701-891-1771. 
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Princess is an amazing mover with the ability 
to go in any direction you want to take her, and 
the disposition to do well. This filly is a second 
generation horse for me, as I started both of her 
parents and they both sit in the top 10 of all the 
colts I have ever started. Her sire, High Brow 
Prince, is one of my top two of all time and her 
dam is number seven- that is out of thousands 
of young horses over my lifetime! To say that 
I have high expectations of Princess would be 
an understatement. 

Hip # 45 -- Princess (Catty Lil Princess, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 965 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Filly

YOB: 2019

HIGH BROW HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY

PEPPY SAN BADGER
FOXY REINA

DUAL PEP
FARRAH OAK

MISS BANDI SAN PEPPY SAN
LEADER MAN DOLL

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

DM HIGH BROW PRINCE QUEEN ME PEPPY {

{
DUAL BANDITOS GOLD {

MISS BEAVER SAN {

Hip # 46 -- Monkey (DLL Double Dose, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs
Color: Bay Roan

Sex: Mare
YOB: 2016

DOC O’LENA
KING COBRA

BROCKLEFACE STARLITE GRAYS STARLIGHT 
DOC’S CASSANDRA 

PEPTOBOONSMAL
LITTLE DANCER LENA 

DOSEY BLUE DOC’S PRESCRIPTION 
JINX’S LI’L SQUAW

{
DOCS TWICE ROYAL {

CASSANDRA STARLIGHT {

{
BOONLIGHT DANCER {

DOSEY DOC {

Homeraised on the ranch, Monkey will always 
be stamped as one of my all-time favorites. I’ve 
watched Monkey since the day she was born all 
the way to the beautiful riding mare she is now 
and to say I’m obsessed is an understatement! 
Being used for miles of trails exploring the open 
country, crossing creeks, and traveling in various 
terrain, Monkey takes everything in stride. With 
an easy pivot, quiet lope, low headset and quick 
stop, you’re sure to enjoy every minute of riding 
her in the arena as well. With her smooth trot, she 
makes riding bareback a breeze and has also been through an obstacle course, 
carried flags and been lightly started on the hot heels. Complete with her willing 
and gentle attitude the sky is truly the limit for this nice young mare! Ridden by 
Jessie Cloutier: 406-564-8289. 
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Judge is a little horse with a big horse attitude. 
There is nothing this little horse can’t conquer. You 
point him towards it, he will cross it, climb it- it 
doesn’t matter he will go with heart. I’ve roped 
cows as big as he is on him! Take him to town 
and show him off or take him for a Sunday ride, 
he enjoys it all and so will you. This little guy is 
here to please you. He is a fast learner and easy 
to catch. Judge is capable of reaching any level 
you want to achieve. You won’t want to miss this 
good-looking fella. Up to date on all deworming 
and vaccinations. Ridden by Kurt McNabb. For 
more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email 
info@kenmcnabb.com.   

Hip # 47 --  Judge (Rowdy Doc Boon, APHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs
Color: Red Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2013

BOONSMAL SAN LENA
COLONELS MISS RANCHO

BSB DUAL DOC BOON DUAL POCO
SUGAR DOLLS LEGACY

WAR LENA BARS
MISS FRECKLES SAN

WARBAR PAJARITA DIXON ROWDY DIXON
PAJARITA DARA

{
BSB PEPTO BOONSMAL {

DUALIN PEPPER {

{
FRECKLES WAR BARS {

SHAWNEE DIXON {

Hip # 48 -- Punch (Grade)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs

Color: Brown
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012

Punch is a been there done that kind of gelding 
that everyone likes to ride. He has been used all 
over the ranch and is great to rope on. Punch 
is handy sized and has a good way of traveling 
across the pasture. He is very gentle, kind 
and stays broke even with extended time off. 
Punch is careful crossing obstacles and does 
whatever is asked of him with a yes-please kind 
of attitude. For more information go to www.
swensonmartinhorses.com or call 701-891-1771.
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Willie started his career as a pro-cutter then moved 
to ranch life. He is a fantastic rope horse who excels 
on the heel side and has had a ton of calves roped 
off of him in both the breakaway and tie down roping. 
Willie is the same horse no matter the level of rider 
you have on him and he is an expert at caring for his 
rider. This is one of the most amazing horses I have 
ever had the privilege of riding, let alone owning. He 
has been DeeDee’s main horse for the last year and 
she believes he is absolutely perfect! There are no 
holes in him anywhere. He is gentle, gentle, gentle 
with an amazing handle. He stands to clip, bathe and shoe and loves the vet. 
Up-to-date on all deworming and vaccinations. Ridden by DeeDee McNabb. 
For more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip #  49 -- Willy (MomsPinkDadsFancy, AQHA)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1080 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2006

DOC OLENA
PEPPYMINT TWIST

FANCY BE ME ZACK T WOOD
BRINKS HICKORY LEE

PEPPY  SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON

PRETTY IN THE  PINK SMART AND TROUBLE
DOX COW SMART

{
FRECKLES FANCY TWIST {

ZACK B LEE {

{
PEPTOBOONSMAL {

DAISY N DUKE {

Hip # 50 -- Gizmo (Grade)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1400 lbs

Color: Sorrel Appaloosa
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2013

Gizmo is our beautiful grade Appaloosa gelding. 
This horse has been there, done that, seen it all. 
From taking dudes up a mountain, to hard days on 
the ranch, any level of rider can get on this guy and 
go. Safe and gentle, Gizmo is the perfect mount 
for going down the trail. Lays off well and goes 
in any direction you point him in. Gizmo is eager 
and willing to please his rider. He moves off leg 
cues and is soft in the bit. Smooth on the trail and 
doesn’t hesitate to cross water, bridges or go up and 
down hills. He has been used as a head wrangler 
horse leading trail rides on the Big Horn Mountains. Hauls anywhere 
with ease and has excellent ground manners. Great to bathe, clip, 
and shoe. For more info contact Darold Newman at 307-272-2759.
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The cutest little gelding around! Every place you take Rio 
you will be noticed! His flashy looks and kind disposition 
are a few of the things that set this sweet gelding apart. 
Rio is safe, honest, and always on your hip! Rio has a great 
reining foundation and loves life out on the ranch. Rio will 
go as slow or as fast as you’d like and has a beautiful 
sliding stop. He is remarkably smooth making him easy 
to maneuver and a comfortable ride for all. Measuring 
at 14.1 hands, Rio is easy to mount and dismount. He 
is a great babysitter and is always remembered by his 
charming personality! Rio is accustomed to crazy dogs, 
blowing tarps, noisy traffic, and even pigs. Nothing bothers 
his mature and dog-like character. There is no other like 
this handsome gelding, he will melt your heart at the drop 
of your cowboy hat! Contact Kason Wolfe 970-420-8353.

Hip # 51 -- Rio (Busy Guns, AQHA)

Height: 14.1 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2017

NU CASH
AMARILLA CHEX

BUSY WININ CHEX TUF N BUSY 
WINNEMUCCA TUCKER 

MR GUN SMOKE 
MISS SEVENTY ONE 

GUNS LOCKETT DOC A’LOCK 
PATTIE CHICK

{
ONE GUN {

CHICK A LOCK {

{
NU CHEX TO CASH {

TUCKERS TUF N TAFFY {

Hip # 52 -- Glider (A Leo Blaze, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Black
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2016

Glider is a unique individual; I couldn’t be happier 
with him! He has been my go-to night calving 
horse all spring. I have used him to drag calves 
to the branding fire. He has led pack strings off 
the mountain in the dark and was absolutely 
dependable. He is so ready to learn and be your 
friend! He has a lot of years ahead of him; this will 
be one you don’t want to miss! Glider is up-to-
date on all vaccinations and deworming. Ridden 
by Kurt McNabb. For more info: Ken McNabb 
307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com. 

BLUE LAVEN 74
PLENTY BLUE 70

AZUL CABALLO LEO 606 DOCS SUG
PEPPY SAN CARLEO

RED EDDIE HANCOCK
MANDY MAID HANCOCK

HANCOCKSASSY JOBERRY A FIGURE FOUR 486
SASSY  JO POCO

{
BUS BLUE HANCOCK {

FIGURE SASSY JO {

{
AZUL CABALLO AMIGO {

PEPPY SUG LEO {
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His name fits perfectly when you refer to his 
Monstrous willingness to please! Homeraised 
on the ranch, he’s easy to catch in the pasture 
and happy to conquer any task presented to him. 
Whether ranch rodeos, brandings, doctoring, sorting, 
gathering, or calving, Monster handles it with perked 
ears and forward, controlled gaits. He’s been good 
to hop on bareback and load a snorty cow on the 
trailer, or just enjoy a Sunday ride. Monster has a 
handy height, stout stature, and enjoyably smooth, 
ground-covering gaits in the open country. In the 
arena, he is polished, collected and really fun to 
ride! Monster stands out in a crowd because of the natural cowiness, feel, and 
ability that shows in everything he does. No matter the day, Monster is always 
my first pick to swing a leg over. Ridden by Heather Dufek. For more information 
call 920-229-6735

Hip # 53-- Monster (DLL Boss Cat, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2015

HIGH BROWN HICKORY 
SMART LITTLE KITTY

DM HIGH BROW PRINCE PEPPY SAN BADGER
FOXY REINA 

PEPPY SAN BADGER 
DOC’S STARLIGHT 

ROOSTERS FRECKLES FRECKLES PLAYBOY
DRY SWEETIE

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

QUEEN ME PEPPY {

{
GALLO DEL CIELO {

ARIZONA PLAYGIRL {

Hip # 54 -- Dolly (Blkbrn Sweetie, AQHA)

Height: N/A
Weight: N/A

Color: Dun
Sex: Filly

YOB: 2020

Dolly is one of those fillies every operation hopes 
to be able to produce. She is a cute and gentle 
colt that aims to please. She has taken to halter 
breaking in nothing flat and loads in and out of 
the trailer with ease. This colt has clearly inherited 
the intelligence that Stormy passes down his line. 
Dolly sells as a halter broke yearling and we are 
so excited for whoever takes her home. For more 
info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com. 

PEPPY OTOE SAN
HANKS MARIETTA 

STORMYS BLUE BANDIT EDDIE BLUE HANCOCK
FIGURE FOUR BEST

FORTYS LAST CHANCE 
BLACKBURN GRULLOGIRL

MISS TRAVELBURN KING OF THE TIGERS 
CONNIE CREAMER

{
MR BLACKBURN 946 {

CARMEL CUTTER {

{
HANK OLENA {

FOUR IN BLUE {
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Flashy smaller sized gelding with lots of chrome 
that is gentle, gentle, gentle. He was purchased as 
a yearling and started on our ranch by our oldest 
son, Colter. Freckles has had a full-time ranch 
job since he was started. He has a super sweet 
personality and will come running to you in even 
the biggest pastures. He travels well outside and 
is very willing to go through or over any obstacle 
put in front of him. Freckles has been calved on 
this spring and will have spent a lot of time in the 
branding pen. For more information go to www.
swensonmartinhorses.com or call 701-891-1771.

Hip # 55 --  Freckles (Krogs Redicat, AQHA)

Height: 14.1 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2017

HIGH BROW HICKORY 
SMART LITTLE KITTY 

CANT KICK THIS CAT DUAL PEP
THE SMART LOOK 

HIGH BROW CAT 
SMART MISTY DAWN

RED FEATHER PLAY GIRL PEPPY SAN BADGER 
COMMANDER PLAYGIRL

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

SMART GALS DONT DUAL {

{
CATS RED FEATHER {

PEPPY SAN PLAYGIRL {

Hip # 56 -- Cowhand (DLL Genuine Cowhand, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1265 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2016

Cowhand is a nice homeraised horse that has been 
ridden by the whole family. He has proven himself 
beyond his years with all types of riders and all types 
of situations from 4 AM ranch mornings to Sunday 
trail rides. He is willing to ride slow and steady or 
pick it up to a long trot or lope. Cowhand has no 
hesitation about riding out alone or branching off 
from a group, and is good to ride anywhere you 
need to go. He neck reins, works off your legs and 
will stop off your seat. He’ll pick you up from the 
mounting block and wait patiently for you to get a 
gate or tie your coat on back of the saddle. Our family has loved this sweetheart of 
a horse and we’re confident his next family will love him too! Ridden by Hadleigh 
True. 307-298-5030.

PEPPY SAN BADGER 
DOC’S STARLIGHT 

HEAVENS ROOSTER FRECKLES PLAYBOY
DRY SWEETIE

MR BARON RED
IMA TYREE

BUCKS GENUINE BELL GENUINE DOC
WATCH TYREES JOETTA

{
GALLO DEL CEILO {

ARIZONA PLAYGIRL {

{
TWO EYED RED BUCK {

TYREES GENUINE BELL {
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Honest and the same every day, Waylon is my 
energizer bunny! He moves with a quick stride 
and has a clean, snappy trot to go all day. The best 
thing about Waylon is that he is who he is every 
day of the week. Even after a few weeks off, I can 
catch him in a snowstorm and trot off alone without 
having to wonder what he’ll be like. He is surefooted 
when it’s slick and goes where you need him to, 
is good at getting gates, has enough cow sense 
to get things done and is good in outside terrain. 
Despite his resume, he enjoys attention and is a 
fun trail horse for those who like a pep in their step. Cute and shapey, he’s stout 
enough to make you feel good about yourself and not too big to get on in your 
winter clothes! Ridden by Hailey True. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 57 --Waylon (Grade)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1120 lbs
Color: Red Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2011

Hip # 58 -- Gage (Grade)

Height: 14 hands
Weight: 950 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2011

No stool required to get on Gage, he is the perfect sized little 
horse. He stands just 14 hands. He is a deep copper-color 
buckskin that literally shines like a waxed car. Gage is quiet-
natured and has a very even temperament, he does not get 
rattled. In the arena Gage is soft, collected and works really 
well from your seat and legs. He is smooth and easy to ride. 
Gage side passes, pivots and stops on his hind end. Gage 
has nice transitions and stays collected. Outside the arena 
the kids have had a million miles worth of fun on him, they 
ride him everywhere. He does not refuse anything. We have 
had him up mountainsides, in lakes and belly deep in snow 
drifts, he doesn’t care. He hauls, shoes, and stands tied like a 
gentleman. He is a very fun little horse. Houck Horse Company, 
LLC: 612-810-5455.
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Tall, sleek, and smooth!!! Dusty is a stunning 
5-year-old buckskin gelding that has his whole 
life ahead of him! He hauls well, stands good for 
the shoer, and loads like it’s his favorite pastime. 
With his long stride and one-handed neck rein, 
he really could go in any direction. He is built 
to run, but a pleasure to ride. So far Dusty has 
been good at everything we have asked him 
to do and has a very willing personality. If you 
would like to know more about him, please give 
me a call! Tim Transtrom at 701-570-7734.

Hip # 59 -- Dusty (Hot Wired Buck, AQHA)

Height: 16 hands
Weight: 1150 lbs
Color: Buckskin

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2016

MR BARON RED
IMA TYREE

TWO EYED LITTLE BUCK WATCH JOE JACK
SO DUSTY

DOC OLENA
WIRED HOT

CINDYS WIRED LENA HANCOCK THIRTEEN
EDIFYS IMAGE

{
DOX WIRED LENA {

HAYTHORNS IMAGE GIRL {

{
TWO EYED RED BUCK {

WATCH JOE DUSTY {

Hip # 60 -- Bear (Bold Little Kitty, AQHA)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1215 lbs
Color: Chestnut

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2015

Mild mannered and easy to be around, Bear’s 
natural pace is unhurried but if you ask for his 
second gear he can stretch out and really cover 
the country! He has spent most of his life on a 
ranch and likes to be outside but surely knows 
his stuff and is willing to ride in the arena too. 
He lopes nice, controlled circles, pivots, works 
off of light leg pressure and stops off your seat. 
Bear is always aware of his surroundings but is 
good-natured enough that I often jump on him 
bareback in a halter between the barn and his 
pen. He appreciates attention without being 
pushy, and is good to catch, shoe, clip and bathe. 
Ridden by Meghan Connor. 307-298-5030.

HIGH BROW HICKORY 
SMART LITTLE KITTY 

HAVE SOME CAT MISS N CASH
DOX HAVADOC

MASTER HAND
SUSAN SEA

BOLD GODFATHER GODFATHER 
PRETTY PRICE

{
HIGH BROW CAT {

HAVE SOME CASH {

{
SHIP MASTER {

SHES A PRICE {
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If you are looking for a stocky, eye-catching gelding 
with his whole life ahead of him, look at Swagger. 
He isn’t just brown; he has a bronze sheen to 
his coat with an ombre mane.  He is big-boned 
and wears a size one shoe. He is respectful on 
the ground and wants to please in the saddle. 
Swagger is fun to ride because he has a great 
handle. He moves off light leg pressure and a 
soft neck rein and rides with a level headset. He 
comes from a polo ranch and has been used for 
everything from kids’ summer riding camps to 
steep mountain trails to pulling a snow sled. He is accepting of new situations 
and is ready for whatever adventure you want to take him on! He would 
prefer an intermediate rider because of his responsiveness. FMI call Carly 
at 303-668-3762 or email carly@balanceintraining.com.

Hip # 61 --  Swagger (Grade)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs

Color: Brown
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

Hip # 62 -- Easter (DLL Double Shot, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1400 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Mare

YOB: 2015
DOC O’LENA
KING COBRA 

BROCKLEFACE STARLITE GRAYS STARLIGHT 
DOCS CASSANDRA 

HIGH BROW CAT 
GENUINE MOONSHINE 

DM HOLDN DE SPOTLITE PEPPY SAN BADGER 
PALOMA TORCAZ

{
DOCS TWICE ROYAL {

CASSANDRA STARLIGHT {

{
CATS MOONSHINE {

IM A LITTLE FLASHY {

This homeraised mare is larger than life! Easter 
is solid built and solid minded in every way. 
Gentle, laid back personality, easy to ride with 
a one-handed neck rein, sidepass, pivot, super 
slow lope and the ability to drop into a stop. She 
walks out well and doesn’t mind riding alone. 
Bred straight cowhorse, she has a lot of natural 
cow sense! On the trail Easter goes anywhere 
you point her. She is the same horse whether 
you ride her every day or once a month, and 
has never been “mare-ish.” There is nothing 
but kindness in this girl yet she is best suited to 
a rider with some confidence due to her size and age. If you’re looking for 
a solid horse for the mountains, to take to ranch horse shows, use on the 
ranch or grow up with your family, Easter is a gem! Ridden by Hannah and 
Steven Gutenberger. 307-298-5030.
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Opie has seen it all! He has spent extensive 
time in the arena, been out on the trails and 
spent the entire summer at cow camp in the 
Big Horn Mountains. We have used this horse 
all over the ranch for all levels of riders, novice 
to experienced. He has a sweet personality and 
appreciates the attention of a good brushing 
while eating his grain. Opie is the perfect sized 
horse- easy to mount, but strong enough to 
go rope a cow in the pasture if needed. He 
will ride up to the expectation level of your job 
and you can throw your children or grandchildren on him for a 
leisurely stroll. A true family-style horse that we have enjoyed 
having in our hands. Ridden by Justin Hatfield. For more info: 
Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.  

Hip # 63 -- Opie (Dales Freckles, AQHA)

Height: 14.1 hands
Weight: 1050 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2010

JEWEL’S LEO BARS
GAY JAY

FRECKLES CYCLOPS MR SAN PEPPY
UNA SOLTERA

SMART CHIC OLENA 
DIXANA DOC

CHIC OLENA PEGGY POCO BAY JR
PEGGY ZEGO

{
FRECKLES PLAYBOY {

SOLTERA DEL PEPPY {

{
DIX CHIC OLENA {

POCO PEGGY SANS {

Hip # 64 -- Nerf (Electrified Code, AQHA)

Height: 14 hands
Weight: 975 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2013

Do not let his 14 hand size fool you. Nerf has a 
great build with strong bone. Very broke in the 
bridle, moves gracefully off your legs, spins, slide 
to a stop, flying lead changes, you name it Nerf 
will do it. He is an own son of Electric Code (LTE 
$215,000). Fancy in the arena or enjoy him out 
on the trails. Grandma and kid approved in every 
way! He is the first one to meet you at the gate 
for anything. His extremely sweet disposition 
makes him an excellent addition into any family. 
Call Logan Wolfe 970-420-1536.

SHINING SPARK
MISS HELLO HOLLYWOOD

ELECTRIC CODE THE HOT EXPRESS
CANDID CODY

SMART CHIC OLENA
TERESAS PLUM

PARNELIS VELVETSMOKE CALL ME QUICK DRAW
DOCS COCO CHEX

{
PARNELLI CHIC OLENA {

DOC CHEX MY SMOKE {

{
JACS ELECTRIC SPARK {

HOT CODEO CANDY {
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Talk about a teddy bear! This horse has the 
kindest heart. He’ll take care of any rider on his 
back and is as calm and gentle as they come. 
Whether we’ve needed a guest horse, a trail horse 
or a working horse, Sven is an absolutely reliable 
choice. He rides well in the arena and outside, 
and he crosses obstacles without batting an eye. 
He has some of the nicest gaits I’ve ever ridden- 
his walk, trot and lope are all slow, smooth and 
steady! I’ve never seen Sven anxious even under 
high pressure situations. You can run horses, 
jump on bareback, do a backflip off him or carry a calf in the saddle and he 
just keeps his unconcerned mentality. He rides out alone or in a group and 
lays off well. Sven is a true steady-eddy, big enough for anybody and gentle 
enough for the whole family! Ridden by Delaney Morgan. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 65 --  Sven (TexasTea Classic, APHA)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1315 lbs

Color: Black
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

SCENIC ALL STAR
TEXAS TEA

TEXASTEA WILDTHING CLASSIC PRODIGAL
TIOS DREAM GIRL 

HANDSOME TRADEMARK
SKIPPER JOE JEWEL

ETTABO TRADEMARK ASH ANGEL 
LADYS KEY 

{
TEXAS TEA ALL STAR {

PATCHES DE LUX {

{
HANDSOME SON ELIHU {

KERRS LADY ASHLEY {

Hip # 66 -- Serrano (RCA Bugs Alive Honor, AQHA)

Height: 15.1 hands
Weight: 1155 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012

JET DECK
QUINCY LIZ

IN HONOR OF LEO HYGRO LEO
SUES PAYDAY

SAM PEPPY BIANKUS
BLACK ENCHANTMENT

BIANKUS LADY BUG NINNEKAH BUG
CHAMPAGNE MOON LADY

{
JET OF HONOR {

SUE HY LEO {

{
SILVER ENCHANTMENT {

MOON LADY BUG {

Serrano is a trailblazing horse that is ready to hit 
the trails or ride the ranch. He’s one that may 
initially be overlooked because he’s not flashy 
or fancy, but he’s honest and consistent every 
day of the year. He’s seen a lot of cattle, is good 
to gather on, and stays quiet in the alley. He has 
a long-strided lope and can long trot to cover 
the country or drop down to an easy slow jog. 
Serrano neck reins, rides soft on the bit and works 
off your legs. He’s good to catch, shoe and bathe 
and doesn’t need to be ridden every day to stay 
broke. He wants to get along and is easy to be 
around. Ridden by Louisa Heald. 307-298-5030.
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Cochise is one of my favorites this year! He is so 
eager to learn and be your friend. He is easy to 
catch, he has been my go-to horse all year. Lay 
him off, bring him back and he will be the same. 
I have used him to rope cows, drag calves to the 
fire or sort pairs! He is tall, stout and strong, but 
smooth as a rocking chair on Sunday afternoon. 
He crosses water and handles rough country 
like a dream. Up-to- date on all deworming and 
vaccinations. Ridden by Kurt McNabb. For more 
info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@
kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 67 -- Cochise (JJ Little Leo Horn, AQHA)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1280 lbs

Color: Gray
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2008

MR ROAN HANCOCK
BONNIE HAYES

BLUE LIGHTNIN HNCK MR ILLUMINATOR
LADY TRELL BART

LITTLE DOC HORN
BLAK LADY EVANS

LADY POCO LEO DELL CHUBBY  POCO DELL
VANZETTE BLACKBURN

{
PLENTY COUP HANCOCK {

MISS ILLUMINATOR 002 {

{
DOC  HORN EVANS {

BLACKZETTE DELL {

Hip # 68 -- Lil Roany (Smokin Jack Dun It, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1120 lbs
Color: Red Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

Roany stepped right out of a Charlie Russell painting 
and he is ready to go make history with you out on 
the range! This has been a fun horse for me, he 
is a quick footed athlete who is a partner you can 
depend on no matter what is going on. We have 
roped a ton of livestock together and he pulls from 
the saddle horn like a pro. I have wrangled the horses 
in and checked miles of fence line with Roany and 
I have loved every bit of it. You never have to ask Lil 
Roany twice, he will always be ready. Up-to-date 
on all deworming and vaccinations. Ridden by Ken 
McNabb. For more info: 307-645-3149 or email 
info@kenmcnabb.com.

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
RIV O LENA

HOLLYWOODS SMOKED SMOKEYS GRAY
CHUBBY CHARISMA

BART BARTENDER
GAY PARZANNA

TRIPLE ZANTA GOLD JACK EYED
IMA TRIPLE GOLD

{
HOLLYWOOD HEAT {

SMOKEYS DUST BUNNY {

{
BART ID ZANTA {

JACKS TRIPLE GOLD {
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We can’t say enough about Guss! From his 
friendly in your pocket nature to his bloodlines, 
Guss is the perfect prospect colt. Going back to 
Corona Cartel, on the dam’s side, he would be 
an excellent barrel prospect or have the ability 
to handle any project on the ranch. Going back 
to Ken’s stud horse Stormy, Hank O Lena, on the 
sire’s side you know he will turn a cow. Guss is 
turning into a handsome, big colt that catches 
the eye of everyone who comes into the barn. 
He sells with 20 rides under his belt and the 
best part of getting him as a two-year-old is you can take him whichever 
direction you want to from here. Ridden by Trent McNabb. For more info: Ken 
McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 69 -- Guss (Blkbrn Coronas Storm, AQHA)

Height: N/A
Weight: N/A

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2019

PEPPY OTOE SAN
HANKS MARIETTA 

STORMYS BLUE BANDIT EDDIE BLUE HANCOCK
FIGURE FOUR BEST

CORONA CARTEL
MANSINI MOON

BLKBRN WISPER CORONA WINE FOR THE TIMES 
PRETTY PETTY CASH

{
MITO CORONA {

SE NOT MY ZIN {

{
HANK OLENA {

FOUR IN BLUE {

Hip # 70 -- Flynn (Grade)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1165 lbs

Color: Brown
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2013

Flynn is a broke, smooth-moving trail horse 
deluxe. This boy wants to do right and be your 
friend. He’s handy sized and handy broke with 
a good neck rein, easy speed transitions up and 
down and a soft face. He can get gates, carry 
around a tarp or flag, drag the log and doesn’t 
mind having things tied to the back of your 
saddle. He’s fun to ride in the arena and lopes 
smooth, slow circles with great stops. Easy to 
catch, shoe, clip, bathe and load, he can ride 
out from the barn alone and stays gentle even 
with time off. Flynn is an easy going gelding that 
is ready to be your buddy. Ridden by Meghan 
Connor 307-298-5030. 
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When you show up at the pasture gate, Shasta 
comes over and sticks his head in the halter and 
the rest of the ride is as easy as that! Known for 
his level-headed personality, he is the perfect mix 
of handy and gentle that is enjoyable for many 
levels of riders. Shasta handles pressure with 
a cool head and has experience doing all the 
ranch chores. He stays broke with time off and 
is happy to ride alone. He does as he is asked 
without complaint and goes through life with a 
friendly, easy-going, content nature that makes him fun to be around! Shasta 
neck reins, transitions up or down, works off your legs and is easy to ride. His 
kind eye and sweet personality are simply endearing, and we think he will 
be a true treasure for whoever is lucky enough to take him home. Ridden by 
Delaney Morgan 307-298-5030.

Hip # 71 -- Shasta (VF Boss Hog, AQHA)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1180 lbs

Color: Gray
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014

JET OF HONOR 
WITCHWITCH S WITCH

CEO SHOOT YEAH
CHAPEL DANCER 

DASH FOR CASH 
BEDAWEE 

STREET SIGNS WEBB COUNTY 
MISS MORNING LINE 

{
BUGGED WITH HONOR {

IMAFASTERDANCER {

{
MR EYE OPENER {

COUNTY LINE GIRL {

Thunder is our beautiful 6 year old black and 
white paint gelding. He has a great mind and 
a solid foundation that will take him far in any 
discipline. Don’t let his height fool you, Thunder 
is broke to drive and pulls a single cart with 
ease! If you want a horse that will turn heads 
and is well mannered, then this is your guy. He 
has pushed cows on the ranch and loved going 
through our obstacle course. Thunder’s smooth 
gaits make him the perfect horse to go down the 
trail on. This horse is as solid as they come. Saddles up the same every time 
and goes any direction you point him. Great to Load, bathe, clip and shoe. For 
more information contact Darold Newman 307-272-2759.

Hip # 72 -- Thunder (Grade)

Height: 14.2 hands
Weight: 1000 lbs

Color: Black & White
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2015
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Lefty is a horse who truly loves to learn. He has 
been willing and able to learn and do anything I 
have asked of him, all while maintaining a cool, 
calm disposition. This guy is a total pleasure on 
the trail and is more than willing to ride wherever 
you put him. Front, middle or back he could care 
less. Lefty has seen plenty of big country and has 
handled it all with a great attitude. I have had him 
in the mountains on long hard rides and he has 
the stamina to take whatever we encounter. He is 
a blast to take in the arena and just have fun on. 
Play games, push a big horse soccer ball or lope until your heart is content. Enjoy his 
beautiful collection, smooth lope, and nice stops. Here is a partner you can depend 
on and enjoy in the arena, on the trail or on the ranch. Ridden by Donald Archer. For 
more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 73 -- Lefty (Grade)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs

Color: Black
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2011

Hip # 74 -- Bentley (Peppy Olenas Fox, APHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1050 lbs

Color: Buckskin Tobiano
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2012
PEPPY SAN BADGER 
MISS COKE OLENA 

OLENAS PEPPY FOX SKIPTHE COURSE 
CHICKS FOXY REWARD 

COX’S READY PET
LEJ PRETTY FLASH 

MYSTIC AMBER EYES IMPRESSA FOOL
TAFFY ROAN

{
COWBOY KING R {

AMBER ROAN KRUL {

{
COKE OLENAS PEP {

SKIP THE FOX {

Bentley is a rare handsome buckskin tobiano paint 
gelding. Standing 14.3H tall he is sure footed 
and built to last! He has been ridden all over the 
country through all types of terrain and obstacles. 
Bentley will make it easy to travel all day and 
cover the country with his excellent long trot. He 
is exceptionally smooth and such a pleasure to 
ride. Bentley will go wherever you point him and 
is eager to please! He is an excellent addition into 
any family! Call Logan Wolfe at 970-420-1536.
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Jovi....as in Bon Jovi.... because he is a ROCKSTAR!!! 
This big stout guy is as sweet as he is gorgeous. 
Take him down a trail at any speed you want, there’s 
no peddling or holding back. Ride a trail today and 
take him to a ranch riding class the next. He’s fine 
with ropes and will be dragging a lot of calves 
to the branding fire this spring. Jovi has a fancy 
broke- sliding stop, rollbacks, low vertical headset. 
He’s easy going and a very easy keeper. Ride him 
every day or once every 3 months, you’ve got the 
same horse. And as a grandma, dependability is 
of the utmost importance for me. Ridden by Myran 
Moore. For more info: Ken McNabb 307-645-3149 
or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

Hip # 75 -- Jovi (JerryLeeTarr, AQHA) 

Height: 15.3 hands
Weight: 1275 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2007

DOC BAR
POCO LENA 

SECO TARR EL CARLOS 
BETTY FIVE 

THREE BARS 
LASSIE’S DREAM

MAGNOLIA VAN BAR BAR VAN RED
MISS SANAMOR

{
DRY DOC {

TARR BABI {

{
MAGNOLIA BAR {

SANDY LEO VAN {

Chief is a very sharp looking sorrel gelding. He 
has a gorgeous head and neck and the rest of 
him follows suit. Chief stands 14.3 hands. He is 
straight, correct and has no blemishes. Chief has 
a big soft eye that just glows of kindness. Chief is 
very fun to ride, he is smooth and collected. Chief 
works well from your legs and seat. Outside the 
arena he goes through anything, there is no quit in 
him, he doesn’t refuse or balk at obstacles. Chief 
has been belly deep in snow drifts, chest deep in 
water and up to his eyeballs in brush. You’ll never 
hear him complain. He rides off alone or in a group, 
he is sure footed and knows his way around the 
trails. Chief loads, hauls and stands tied well. Houck 
Horse Company, LLC:  612-810-5455.

Hip # 76 -- Chief (Chief Petty Officer, AQHA)

Height: 14.3 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs

Color: Sorrel
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2014
SILVER DEE BAR

COED SCOOT

HES CASH DEE BAR HES CASHIN IN 
LITTLE BAILEY ANN

EVERY BIT A STAR
SKIPA STAR BRIDE

CQH SKIPA DBL SHOT DOC FROSTLINE
DOUBLE RUM

{
JC SKIPA STAR {

DOCS DOUBLE SHOT {

{
SILVER DEE SCOOT {

LITTLE CASHIN ANNE {
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This handsome bay roan checks all the boxes 
of being “Cowboy cool”! This willing minded 
gelding doesn’t have a mean bone in his body. 
There is no silly business in him, and he is 
always GENTLE! GENTLE! GENTLE! Let him be a 
handsome yard ornament for a few weeks in the 
pasture, saddle up and he is game! Redman has 
all the maneuvers and handle you could want on 
a horse. His Reined Cowhorse foundation allows 
for turns and spins with ease off your legs or 
hands. Redman stays cool, calm, and collected 
on all occasions and has exceptionally smooth 
departures and transitions. He is the same solid and stylish gelding in the 
arena or out pleasure riding and is eager to be your partner on any ranch 
job. Redman’s disposition is what everyone dreams of! This “Cowboy cool” 
gelding is a pleasure for everyone to love on and enjoy! Contact Kason 
Wolfe 970.420.8353.

Hip # 77 -- Redman (Twisted Royalty, AQHA)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1100 lbs
Color: Bay Roan

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2014

Hip # 78 -- California (Grade)

Height: 15 hands
Weight: 1165 lbs
Color: Palomino

Sex: Gelding
YOB: 2012

California is a 9-year-old gelding that turns heads 
with his vibrant color and class wherever you 
go. He is the type of horse that finds you in the 
pasture and attaches to your hip like a holster. 
California has been used in all aspects of ranch 
work, from roping calves to moving pastures. As 
well as his capabilities on the ranch, California is a 
pleasure to ride down any trail and does his best 
to care for his rider in any situation. You won’t 
want to miss out on this fancy yellow gelding! 
Ridden by Jack Steed. For more info: Ken McNabb 
307-645-3149 or email info@kenmcnabb.com.

BEAU BONANZA
ROYAL REDFORD

SPEEDY GLOW BARS
MISS SNOW BELLE

DRY  DOC
LITTLE TALOCHA

GI DRY  TALOS ZIP SNAPPER CAL BAR
TOMMI PRESCRIPTION

{
ROYAL BLUEBERRY {

SKIPS BLUE TWIST SKIPPA BELLE BAR {

{
DRY TALO {

JAMEDOLL SNAP SCRIPT {
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With his gentle and unassuming nature, Jack is 
what we call a “good egg.” He just has a solid 
feeling about him that makes it easy to climb on 
his back and know he’s going to treat you straight! 
Jack is good at going along with whatever is asked 
of him and has been ridden family-style: bareback, 
double and for plenty of fun and games. He is good 
to catch, plus calm and attentive enough to let 
our little nieces be around him in the barn. Jack 
quickly mastered our obstacle course including 
tarps, curtains, a horse-sized tunnel, bridges and 
more. He isn’t bothered by much! Jack is easy to saddle right back up 
and hit the trail after time off and is just an honest, uncomplicated guy 
to have around. Don’t let him escape your notice just because he is 
here at the end of the sale! Ridden by the True girls. 307-298-5030.

Hip # 79 -- Jack (Grade)

Height: 15.2 hands
Weight: 1200 lbs

Color: Bay
Sex: Gelding

YOB: 2011

Notes
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Catalyze a Cure Foundation is working to develop a medical treatment for a rare, incurable 
disease that progressively destroys a person’s skeletal muscles. Visit our website to 

find out how you can support our work toward “medical hope.” 

Find out more online at 
www.catalyze-a-cure.org or at www.facebook.com/CatalyzeACure.

Notes
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Handcrafted in the USa  
for over 45 Years

American workmanship, an 
uncompromising attention to 

detail, and reliable performance 
have been in our heritage for 

45 years and counting.

20-3289-EQ

WorK sMarter,  
not Harder

“There are a lot of people involved in 
making sure that the Diamond McNabb 
sale horses are relaxed, loved on, and 
clean on sale day. The eZall® bathing 
system helps our horses look their best, 
with the ease of simply spraying on  
and rinsing off - it’s that easy!” 
                                    – Ken McNabb
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Diamond Land and Livestock
1541 Diamond Drive
Casper, WY 82601

The Indoor Arena @ The Powderhorn Ranch
2345 Cold Springs Rd.  •  Douglas, WY 82633 

Schedule:  

Friday, June 4:
3:00 pm  Doors open for viewing of the horses
5:00 pm  Barbecue dinner served
 Complete Meals, $15 per person
6:00 pm  Horsemanship demonstration by Ken McNabb

Saturday, June 5:
8:00 am Doors open for viewing of the horses
9:00 am  Preview of sale horses
11:00 am Lunch concessions open
12:30 pm Sale Preliminaries Begin
1:00 pm  Auction begins

Sunday, June 6:
9:30 am  Cowboy church service at the Arena


